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PREFACE 
Probably few men have stimulated the diversity of interpretation 
that clouds the figure of Alexander II, the Tsar-Liberator who ruled 
Russia during the crucial decades following the Crimean War. Much has 
been written about the "Period of the Great Reforms", 1855 to 1874. But 
the over-all scholarship has never been studied systematically to dis-
cover what actually is known about Alexander !I's personal disposition 
toward the progressive measures enacted during his reign. The student 
who falls prey to the alluring concept of the Great Reformer must strug-
gle through volumes of disconcerting facts and conclusions. In the pro-
cess the enchantment fades, perplexity grows and interest tends to die 
by indecision. 
To help ameliorate some of the frustration, this study has attempt-
ed an examination of Alexander's fate at the hands of a specific group 
of historians, British and American writers whose works include interpre-
tatipns of the Tsar's disposition and actions during the reform period. 
The limitations of the thesis identify it as only a first, cautious step 
toward a comprehensive historiography. 
The subject of the study has been limited to Alexander's attitudes 
through the year of the last major reforms, 1874. After that date the 
Tsar's interests clearly centered on foreign affairs and the internation-
al and domestic threat of socialism. The Tsar of the l870's operated in 
a different setting than the Tsar-Liberator of preceding decades, and 
must be dealt with in a separate study. 
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Another limitation of the investigation was, as stated above, the 
number of interpretive works published by British and American writers 
since the reform period. This study endeavors to include all publica-
tions through 1964, a reasonable terminal date. Some of the earliest 
works were not available, including the first biography of Alexander II, 
published in 1883, No periodical literature qualified as an interpre-
tive study of the Reformer. 
Any broad examination of scholarship carries a momentum toward con-
stant expansion of the scope of treatment, and thereby tends to extend 
into a diffusive and always incomplete essay, Thus the study was limit-
ed to internal criticism of the subject matter, examination of authors' 
conclusions, comments and supporting data. This should have revealed 
three things: each writer's over-all attitude toward the Tsar-Liberator 
--his character and policies; the availability of basic facts relating 
to the character of the Tsar, and the primary influences that have 
helped shape the interpretations offered.by various scholars. 
A question arose about the propriety of treating British and Ameri-
can scholarship as a unit of study, since domestic and international cir-
cumstances might have influenced varying attitudes in the two countries. 
The consideration was extraneous to this thesis except in cases where 
the content of a work might have tended to reflect such influence. This 
restriction to internal criticism had to be maintained, or the study 
would have sprouted trails into a wilderness of biographical and psycho-
logical rationale. The primary emphasis would have shifted, uncon-
sciously perhaps, from the Tsar-Liberator to those who wrote about him. 
Obviously it would have required a separate paper to explore the 
many influences affecting each author's treatment of Alexander II. .,This 
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is particularly true of some of the works published from 1870 to 1918. 
This initial period of British and American scholarship comp~ised writ-
ers of diverse backgrounds and interests, many of whom became personally 
involved in Russian affairs.· To complicate the matter further, profes-
sional scholarship lacked the uniformity and exclusiveness it generally 
enjoys today. The field was open to almost anyone who could write well 
and secure a publisher. Because of this variation in personal skills 
and in personal involvement in Russian affairs, the text and footnotes 
of the first chapter include considerable comment about different writ-
ers. Those publishing between 1905 and 1918 received special attention. 
This was the critical period of the historiography. Publications after 
1918 received only limited biographical commentary, since after that -
date the scholarship assumed rather uniform patterns. 
Recent scholarship did, however, present a new category: British 
and American historians of Russian origin. These have published profuse-
ly since post-Bolshevik emigration, and some bias might be expected in 
their attitudes toward both the Old and New Regimes. Also, some ~migr~s 
had published while still in Russia and then later adopted their works, 
perhaps with some modification, into British and American scholarship.· 
The studies of Russian-born and native scholars are not segregated 
since the basis format of this thesis automatically reflected any ten-
dency by a group of writers to allow a bias to influence their studies. 
Excluded, however, were those works that were published in Russia before 
emigration and later reclaimed. Although this omitted a few well-known 
studies, it seemed apparent they did not qualify as British or American 
scholarship. 
A practicable format for the thesis was established by the 
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interpretive patterns of the various studies. Two broad schools were 
apparent: those writers interpreting Alexander as a "reformer by nature'1 
and those maintaining that he was simply a "reformer by necessity," a 
Monarch forced to act by events of the time. These two divisions were 
employed as a basic format to achieve maximum conciseness without mis-
representation of any author's scholarship. 
Adapting the schools of interpretation to chapters of the thesis 
presented a problem of format. The decision on the first chapter rested 
on three factors: the harmony of attitude among most of those writing 
before the Bolshevik triumph of 1917; the uncertain qualities of the 
scholarship produced during the unstable decades between the reform 
period and the Revolution, and the decline in publications related to 
the subject between 1918 and 1925. For this reason Chapter I comprises 
works produced from 1870 to 1918. 
Chapters II and III cover the publications of 1919-1964. And 
again, a natural division exists in the works themselves. General his-
tories of Russia, adhering almost exclusively to one particular school 
of interpretation, compose the second chapter. Specialized studies, 
which lean mostly toward the other school, were included in the last 
chapter, which also contains some general observations about the full 
range of British and American scholarship on the subject at hand. 
I wish to acknowledgec.gatitude to many wnose,eff6:rts ha'llepro .. 
duced whatever merit inheres in this study. Its faults are my responsi-
bility; its value is a common property, shared by many. Dr. Gerlof 
Homan, now at Kansas State College at Pittsburg, provided the stimula-
tion and substance for an academic foundation. Dr. Mort Sloan, formerly 
at Central State College, Edmond, Oklahoma, convinced me that the life 
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of a scholar can be exciting if he wishes to make it so. Then, there 
are the numerous fellow students who provided that invaluable exchange 
of ideas and attitudes--and were patient when I grew overenthusiastic 
about my own ideas. Thanks is also due to the excellent staff of the 
Oklahoma State University Library and to those who have developed the 
library's service and resources. And then there is the History Depart-
ment of Oklahoma State. I have learned much from Dr. Knight, Head of 
the Department, and the Staff. Dr. Alfred Levin, my adviser and my 
mentor in Russian History, shall always own a considerable part of what-
ever scholarly character I may possess. His hand was light enough to 
allow my mind to work, and firm enough to assure direction. His guid-
ance is reflected in any merits of this thesis. Last, I acknowledge 
that feeling that surpasses precise definition to one who already knows 
she possesses it--Mrs. Mamie Baird, my Mother. 
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CHAPTER I 
FROM CRIMEAN WAR TO BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION: 
ERA OF THE SYMPATHETIC SCHOLAR 
The Crimean War brought an end to the regimentation of Nicholas I 
and sounded the advent of unprecedented internal flux under the man who 
later gained the title of Tsar-Liberator. Fundamental reforms followed 
in the l860's and early l870's, along with varying degrees of Govern-
mental reaction as unbridled zeal for reform seized some groups. This 
basic "reform and reaction" pattern is fairly clear. But the records 
show no small amount of disagreement about Alexander II's personal role 
during the period of reform and reaction. 
Interpretations of the Tsar-Liberator's character range from unre-
strained eulogy to bitterly critical condemnation, Many shades lie be-
tween the extremes, but two broad schools of thought can be extracted. 
First is that group whose works portray Alexander as basically humani-
tarian, a Monarch whose sensitive disposition blended with other reform 
ingredients of the time, The second school takes the opposing position: 
the Tsar was no reformer by t?>aining or disposition, but simply respond-
ed to the demands of the per~od, This latter interpretation dominates 
the scholarship of post-Bo~shevik decades, while the sympathetic school 
monopolizes the first half-century after the Crimean War, 
The repercussions of the War stimulated a desire for understanding 
among a considerable number of Western writers. They were a sympathetic 
lot, those first observers who looked Eastward, eager to scale 
l 
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intellectual barriers separating the Lumbering Giant and the West. The 
new romance with Russia, kindled by the reforms of the Tsar-Liberator~ 
remained passionate throughout some of their lives. With few exceptions 
the British and American writers who published from 1870 to 1918 left an 
impressive record of Alexander and his reform character. 
Alexander, Reformer by Nature 
One of the first studies of the "new" Russia is without doubt also 
the most laudatory and understanding. William Hepworth Dixon, an English 
writer specializing in "travel accounts", visited throughout Russia in 
the 1860's, peering into Siberian exile conditions as well as other as-
pacts of the reformed State. The result of his observations, Free 
Russia, was published in 1870.1 
Although Dixon praises Alexander throughout his work, he consistent-
ly notes both the positive and negative effects of the reforms. In the 
process the reader glimpses the complexities of national structure and 
becomes ·aware that the Tsar had very limited contrql over the final re-
sul ts of his reform efforts. Dixon points, for exampl.e, to a minor re-
form, Alexander's new law against flogging women in public. The males 
1William Hepworth Dixon, Free Russia (2 vols; London, 1870). One 
biographical reference caution's"t'he ?'eader that Dixon's work, though 
"lively~ open-minded, and interesting," is usually inaccurate (Stanley 
J. Kunitz, ed., British Authors ,!!!. ~ Nineteenth; Century /New York, · 
19367, p. 190). See also Moritz Busch, Bismarck: Some Secret Pages of 
His-History (2 vols.; New York, 1898), II, 79-80: Bti'sch refers to Dixon's 
anti-German articles appearing in a Russian newspaper in 1872. Dixon 
wrote for popular consumption, and his study, like most popularly orient-
ed works, is considerably lacking in specific detail. Many of his facts 
are neither dated nor documented, and his conversations with the Russian 
citizenry are not subject to documentation--this latter point is true of 
many works covered in this study. Yet, Dixon's ma.in points appear to be 
valid. 
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regarded this as invasion of their private rights, and proceeded to de-
vise new methods of publicly shaming rebellious females. In subsequent 
cases of adultery, women were condemned by a meeting of village patri-
archs to be "walked through the village stark naked, in broad daylight 
!ill "' Q Q That sentence-is e&ecuted :on at:fro$ty, day. "r 
Again, in discussing university reforms, Dixon provides ample illus-
trations of Alexander's benevolence. Then he observes that even after 
the abolition of corporate student life (wearing uniforms, appearing en 
masse for public functions, and the.general regimentation involved), 
many students rebelled against the idea of becoming ordinary citizens. 
"Some of these young men, professing all the while republican and commu-· 
nistic CI:'eeds,:. are. clamoring for. tl)eir,:class · distinctions,,· and even hank-
ering for the times when they were 'servants of the Tsar.• 113 
The author provides a detailed treatment of Alexander's exile pol!-
cy, insisting that by any standard the Tsar was lenient toward political 
offenders. Governors were instructed to resort to exile only in fla-
grant cases, and then only after submitting all facts to St. Petersburg.4 
Those exiled were required, ordinarily, only to report periodically to 
police headquarters; otherwise they enjoyed freedom to work and carry on 
normal social functions. One Polish exile in Siberia explained to Dixon 
that "'No one doubts that the reigning Emperor is a good and brave man; 
high enough to see his duty, strong enough to face it, even though his 
feet should ·have to stumble long and often on the rocks. But God is. 
~~t 
2nixon, II, 43. Also see pp. 68-69. 
3Ibid., p. 243. ·Also see p •.. 245. 
4Ibid., p. 254. 
over all, and his Son died for all; Alexander is but an instrument in 
his hands. 1115 
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Though Dixon remained sympathetic toward all reforms, he saw the 
best reflection of the Tsar-Liberator in his capacity to carry through 
the grinding task of refurbishing a stagnant, stifling Church. In the 
late l860's Alexander initiated a fundamental alteration of the increas-
ingly unpopular Church hierarchy. Clerical careers were opened to all 1 
ending the arrogant, closed society created by customary inheritance of 
clerical positions. The Reformer thus abolished the system by which 
many youths had been forced into a disagreeable career. In addition he 
granted full rights of citizenship to priests who wished to abandon the 
Church and return to secular life. Members of the married clergy were 
appointed to top Church positions. To round out clerical reform, Alex-
ander approved a law giving the power to boards of teachers and profes-
sors to nominate Rectors of Seminaries and Academies.6 
Dixon outlines Alexander's liberal attitude toward reconciliation 
of the schism. The Tsar, aware of the extensive influence of the Old 
Believers in all levels of society, responded as usual to the facts of 
national life, and not.to tradition or Nicholas' policy. Thus in 1858 
he prese~ted the Council of Ministers with guidelines for future rela-
tions with dissenters, suggesting that everyone be given the benefit of 
the doqbt on points of law.7 But, Dd.xon ~dds, "the Emperor has checked 
5Ibid., p. 100. 
6 Ibid., pp. 227ff. 
7Ibid. 1 pp. 339-340. 
the persecutor's arm; he has not checked the persecuting spirit. 118 The 
Holy Synod was quite displeased with Alexander's measure of 1864 1 which 
officially recognized the civil and religious rights of dissenters, and 
obstructed its execution in every manner possible.9 
5 
Dixon was not disturbed by the fact that the law of 1864 distin-
guished between the right to believe what one wished and the right to 
preach that belief and stir the public mind. "Some men may fancy 1 " he 
says, "that little has been gained so long as toleration stops at free 
thought, and interdicts free speech. In England or America that would 
seem true and even trite; but the rules applied to Moscow are not the 
rules which would be suitable in London or New York. The gain is vast 
when a man is permitted to say his prayers in peace. 1110 As an example 
Dixon notes that he once remarked to a Russian companion who was a dis-
senter that a particular church was empty at the time for regular serv-
ices. The dissenter replied: "'We were driven to church by the police. 
When God gave us Alexander, we left off going to mass,•nll 
The author records that Alexander had gone so far as to propose re-
moval of the ancient ban on dissenters imposed by the Council of the 
Eastern Churches; but the dissenters felt that any such move had to come 
from the Council which imposed the ban, not from the Tsar.12 
By no means did the Reformer's good intentions always assure a good 
8Ibid • 1 pp. 341-342. 
9rbid., pp. 341-343. 
lOibid •, p. 347, 
11rbid., P• 348. 
121bid., pp. 351-352. 
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and direct result. That was Dixon's principal thesis in presenting to 
his readers a Tsar considerate of the self-interests of his subjects and 
a ruler separated from those subjects by a complex governmental struc-
ture though which he had to operate, 
With a more-restrained sympathy than that displayed by Dixon, the 
first landmark in British scholarship concerning Alexander II appeared 
in 1878 with publication of Donald Mackenzie Wallace's Russia. An ex-
panded edition of the work was published in 1905, with changes consist-
ing almost entirely of new chapters on the revolutionary movement that 
reached a climax early that year. Throughout his comprehensive study 
Wallace displays a sympathetic, but scholarly attitude toward Alexander 
the Reformer, a man about whom he learned much while in Russia from 
early 1870 to late 1875.13 
Wallace credits Alexander with the first significant change in the 
moral character of Imperial Government. But he carefully points out 
that the Tsar-Liberator entertained no concept of direct popular parti-
cipation in national government. The impetus for reform came as it had 
traditionally in Russia--from above. Alexander, an intelligent, fair-
minded Emperor, tried to allow as much local initiative as possible in 
the reform movement. He never lost his conviction, however, that the 
autocratic power was essential to national stability, and had no inten-
tion of establishing any form of Constitutional Monarchy.14 
13sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace, Russia (New York, 1878); Wallace, 
Russia (2d rev. ed., New York, 1905). "My intention," Wallace states, 
"was to spend merely a few months in Russia, but I unexpectedly found so 
many interesting subiects 2,.f study that I rem?ined for nearly six years 
••• •" (Wallace, Russia /New York, 18787, p. iii). 
14wallace, Russia (1905), pp. 334ff, 394ff, 440ff, 474, 499, 638, 
640. 
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Alexander was without doubt humane, kind-hearted and "imbued with 
no fanatical belief in the dri11:..sel"geant system of goveI'nment." At the 
same time he had no sentimental enthusiasm fol" liberal institutions, a 
dispassionate quality which helped him maintain good common sense and 
detachment in the midst of p;revailing excitement.15 As Wallace traces 
the reforms, which he ascribes dil"ectly to the obvious lessons of the 
Crimean War, he underscores Alexander's primary traits of restraint and 
deliberation.16 The radical.forces, the impulsiveness of Russia's edu-
cated classes--these, he maintains, wel"e mostly to blame for the re-
strained reaction that gradually set in from the early l860 1s,17 
A good example of Wallace's consistently sympathetic attitude to-
ward his subject is the treatment of Dmitry Tolstoy's educational re~ 
forms af~er the attempt on Alexandel"'s life in 1866. The author devotes 
the equivalent of one page to the extremely conservative Minister of 
Public Instruction who drew considerable cl"iticism from the educated 
classes and the Russian Council of State. Tolstoy, though identified as 
a known "pillar of Conservatism," emerges as a rather practical adminis-
trator; the overly zealous students are seen as undisciplined, unre-
strained idealists.la 
Wallace displays the same sympathetic understanding toward the dom-
inance of the Zemstvo Provincial Assemblies by the nobility. One Dis-
trict Assembly he attended had a large majority of peasant 
15Ibid., PP• 394-395. 
16Ibid., pp. 402, 450, 526. 
17Ibid., pp. 401, 533ff. 
18Ibid., p. 548. 
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representatives, while at the Provincial Assembly he found only a few 
peasant deputies. "The explanation is, 11 Wallace reports, 11that the Dfa= 
trict Assemblies choose their most active members to represent them in 
the Provincial Assemblies, and consequently the choice generally falls 
on landed proprietors. To this arrangement the peasants make no objec-
tion, for attendance at the Provincial Assemblies demands a considerable 
pecuniary outlay, and payment to the deputies is expressly prohibited by 
law. 1119 
Comparison of the first and second editions of Russia raises some 
interesting questions. The second edition fails to repeat some comments 
on Alexander's character which appeared in the original work. One of 
these is especially worth noting. When explaining Alexander's attitude 
toward the Pan-Slavist movement, Wallace concludes: 
Alexander II is not only naturally a pacific man, but he is 
endowed with such a large amount of sober common-sense, and 
is at the same time so deeply conscious of the enormous re-
sponsibility of his position, that he is one of the last men 
in the world to embark on any grand, fantastic schemes. He 
has already done great work in his time--work that must for 
ever give his name a very prominent place in European history. 
He is reported to have said that there will be no 
more grand reforms in Russia during his reign, and this pre-
diction, whether made by him or invented by others, will in 
all probability be fulfilled.20 
Again, in the first edition the author writes candidly of the popu-
lar anticipation of Zemstvo political activities. "The government," he 
declares, "had no intention of conferring on the new institutions any 
political significance, and very soon showed that it would not allow the 
assemblies to exert even a moral pressure by means of petitions and 
19Ibid., p. 494. 
20Russia (1878), p. 607. 
political agitation." When the Provincial Assembly of St. PetersbUl'.'g 
started to do just that, it was immediately closed by Impe~ial command, 
with leading members subsequently "banished for a time from the capi-
ta1.1121 
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In the second edition Wallace takes great care to soften the criti-
cal attitude toward the Government evident in his first statements about 
the Zemstvos. Problems with Zemstvo organizations arose, he explains, 
from a misunderstanding created by the use in ruling circles of liberal 
phrases which were fashionable during the post-War enthusiasm, But the 
Government never seriously considered giving "the child which they were 
bringing into the world a share in the general government of the country." 
Wallace now observes that after the closing of the St. Petersburg Assem-
bly, referred to above, some members "were exiled for a time to their. 
homes in the country." And he goes on to explain that in Russia the con-
cept of "His Majesty's 'Opposition" naturally does not pertain. 22 
The alteration, though slight, serves as the best example of a 
probable ten?ency among writers of this period to exercise some de~ee 
of self~c~nsorship while striving to promote understanding between Eng-
land and Russia. Nevertheless, Wallace, through his penetrating study 
of Russian society and institutions, plunges the reader into a complex 
world quite different from his own, and thus helps him understand the 
21Ibi•d 222 .• , p. • 
22Ibid., pp. 498-499, Although the direct influences that prompted 
Wallace's careful rephrasing are not evident, it seems sufficient to note 
that he was still active inside Russia in the first decade of the twen-
tieth century. Bernard Pares records that Wallace served as an equerry 
of King Edward VII in Russia during the Duma aeriod (Sir Bernard Pare!!, 
! Wandering Student: !!!!_ Story £f_.;. Purpose "-Syracuse, 194g', pp. 140, 
172, 183). Popular political participation in Russian Government would 
have been an especially sensitive issue in early 1~05, 
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Tsar-Liberator and the undercurrents of the reform period. 
Between Wallace's work and Bernard Pares' Russia~ Reform, pub-
lished in 1907, there are several studies containing only brief sketches 
of the reform period. Russian studies moved toward specializ~tion, and 
in the process Alexander II gained little attention. Some writers were 
enthralled by the revolutionary movement and Western influence on that 
critical development. Other authors began concentrating on Russian 
foreign affairs and expansion.23 
The first to follow in Wallace's warm, broad tracks was Bernard 
23Edmund Noble's Russian Revolt, 1885, deals primarily with the in-
fluence of the Western enlightenment and the rigid response of autocracy 
in the pre-reform period. In the work there is only a brief reference 
to Alexander: progressive events of his reign "seemed to bring Russian 
civilization to its highest point" (Edmund Noble, The Russian Revolt: 
.!!!_ Cause, Conditions,~ Prospects /Boston, 1885/, p. 155). Noble's 
second work is basically a history of the reform movement, stressing the 
reaction of the late 1800 1 s. In this study Noble offers a clearer inter-
pretation of Alexander. The Tsar employed ''thoughtful habits acquired 
during a careful course of training, as well as a plan of action not 
wholly uninspired by the humanitarian ideas of his time •••• Russia 
looked to the new monarch for prompt action, and Alexander II (1855-81) 
began a reign of which the first half was to be liberal and the second 
reactionary •••• (Edmund Noble, Russia and the Russians /New York, 
1900/, p. 123). Noble generally ascribes refo~to a broad-progressive 
momentum: "Russian progress may be slow •••• But it will be none the 
less inevitable. The great movements of sociological advance, retarded 
as they may be by individual interest, finally carry Tsars as well as 
nations along with them," providing hope for a Russian "'government for 
the people, of the people, and by the people • • •• "' lib id., p. 273; 
also see pp. 136, 140-154). Elizabeth Latimer, an American authoress 
specializing in popular "histories of the nineteenth century," leaves no 
doubt that Nihilism was responsible for any reaction during Alexander 
II's reign. The writer declares that when Alexander ascended the throne, 
he "wanted to make everyone about him happy •••• " (Elizabeth Wormeley' 
Latimer, Russia~ Turkey in~ Nineteenth Century /5th ed., Chicago, 
18997, pp. 170, 182). Albert Beveridge's Russian Advance deals chiefly 
with eastward expansion in the late nineteenth century, but its back-
ground sketches reflect sympathy for the Russian Government and people. 
The Emancipation Act is viewed as a stupendous feat of autocratic states-
manship in the interest of human liberty, which expressed through Alexan-
der II the thought of the Russian nation (Albert J. Beveridge, The Rus-
sian Advance /New York, 1903/, pp. 9, 320-321). ~~ 
11 
Pares, the Englishman whose extensive involvement in Russian affairs 
after the turn of the century provided access to the vital substance that 
permeates his work. The excellent organization of Pares' first publica-
tion, Russia and Reform, enables the reader inunediately and unmistakably 
----
to classify the author as a Russophile in his attitudes toward Alexander 
II : 
The Emperor Alexander, who had learnt /sic7 his ideas of 
humanity from his tutor, the kindly poet z'hukovsky, was by 
nature a man of generous heart and vague but noble aspira-
tions . Devoted to the memory of his father, he was yet 
open to the impressions which might reach him from all 
sides; and even his lack of strong personality made him 
all the more able to reflect the mood of the nation . He 
continued the war until peace could be made with honour, 
and then had the moral courage to put himself at the head 
of his people as he found it.24 
The reform, Pares continues, grew out of apparent national weakness , 
and was carried through by the Tsar and a small, enlightened minority . 
Then as reform energies dissipated before an irresponsible press and 
"Nihilism", the reformers, including Alexander, grew less resolute.25 
Still, "Alexander II gave to Russia her first education in responsible 
freedom. 11 26 Reforms were generous and practical in scope, but simply 
could not continue in full strength against "Nihilism", a "form of 
hysteria" which finally led to Alexander's murder and thus "pushed 
Russia back from the path of progress into the stupid cycle of revolution 
24Bernard Pares, Russia and Reform (London, 1907), pp. 49-50 . I n 
Pares' case there are three publications to consider. Although two fall 
into the scope of the first chapter, one exhibits a change of attitude 
toward the reforms and cannot be included in the Reformer-by-Nature 
school. It should be noted that Pares depended to a great extent on 
broad studies by other writers for his information on the reform period. 
This is true of all scholars after Wallace. 
25Ibid., pp. SOff. 
26Ibid., pp . 197ff. 
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and repression. 1127 Reaction began with Alexander III. 
Pares severely criticizes the censorship of the press that began in 
1861, but tones down his disappointment with a detailed analysis of the 
complexity of censorship operations in Russia during the period of unre-
strained enthusiasm for reform. Again the final verdict is that radical 
events of the 1860 1s were primarily responsible for the severity of cen-
sorship.28 Alexander realized that publicity was indispensable; but he 
also felt that in Russia discussion in a free press usually took "'a bad 
direction. 11129 
Pares rarely deviates from a positive evaluation of the reforms. 
For example, he felt that Alexander's Zemstvo law implied "a policy of 
trust and of hope." It was only natural that primary direction of the 
Zemstvo would be placed in the hands of the nobility. Peasant repre-
sentation was entirely just, but peasants who might involve themselves 
in District Assemblies "would not be likely to wish to serve" at the 
more distant Provincial Assemblies. 30 Pares reaches the same general 
level of optimism in examining the effects of emancipation on the 
peasant. 31 
As with Wallace's Russia, Pares' work provides a comprehensive 
view of Russian traditions, institutions, and profound sense of 
27Ibid., PP• 290-291. 
28Ibid., pp. 280ff. 
29rbid., p. 202. 
30rbid., p. 368. Pares does not document this explanation, but its 
similarity to Wallace's is quite apparent. Supra pp. 7-8. Pares was 
f amiliar with Wallace's work. 
31Ibid., PP• 418ff. 
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morality. All this aids in an understandi ng of the man Alexander II. 
Pares, for example, includes information about the sport of love-making 
in which the educated male society boisterously indulged . This offers 
a better perspective of Alexander's affair with Catherine Dolgoruky, a 
central event which tends to cloud the character of the Tsar-Liberator. 32 
Through Pares' lucid· examples of normal human passion and weakness, he 
consistently reveals his sympathy for Tsar and people who struggled to 
control the pace of change in Russia and to adapt to it. The author's 
feeling runs so strongly he does not hesitate to castigate England i for 
her distrustful attitude and lack of understanding toward Russia. 33 
The works of Dixon, Wallace and Pares provide a soothing panorama 
of Russia during the p:eriod of reform, but, in general, they fail to 
reveal the personal attitudes of Alexander II through specific detail. 
Alexander seems, as yet, too much a part of a "movement," too integrated 
into the reforms themsel ve:s. The man barely stands out. He does begin, 
however, to assume a personality in 1908, with publication of the first 
attempt at a biographical study of the Tsar-Liberator. 
E. A. Brayley Hodgetts' Court~ Russia renders two basic services. 
First is the insights it offers into the extensive court intrigue of the 
period and into its influence on the Tsar. Next, Hodgetts exposes, for 
the first time in British and American scholarship, Alexander the bo~ 
32Ibi·d. , 322ff p. • 
33rbid., pp. 56, 419. The urge to berate the mother country for 
her attitude toward Russia was strong among British scholars. One, ~n 
fact, accused the entire West of engaging in "a conspiracy of slander" 
against progressive, liberal Russia (Charles Sarolea, Great Russia, Her 
Achievement and Promise /New York, 19167, p. 215). 
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and heir. 34 
The precocious heir, Hodgetts relates , assumed royal duties on his 
sixth birthday in April, 1818 by announcing the amounts of gratuities 
given at his military birthday review. From that time his active involve-
ment in government never ceased. Nicholas ascended the throne when Alex-
ander was eight, and took great care to develop in his heir those quali-
ties essential to the times: self-reliance and lack of egotism. At the 
•. 
same time Alexander's mother, through Zhukb~sky, "a liberal p9et;" in-
stilled in him refinement and dedication to humanity. 35 While Hodgetts 
quotes numerous witnesses to show that Alexander did develop into a sen-
sitive, intelligent youth, he also reveals that the austerity of 
34E. A. Brayley Hodgetts, The Court of Russia in the Nineteenth 
Century (2 vols . ; New York, 190~ Hodgetts was no:r-a--;;11-known schol-
ar, although his work extends back to the 1880 1 s, when he translated the 
memoirs of a Russian official (see Allibone's Dictionary of English Lit-
erature~ British ~American Authors,~ Supplement /3 vols.; Phi'i'a'= 
delphia, 1908/, II, 832). Hodgetts' reviewers gave the Court of Russia 
a rather low-rating, pointing out the author's minor errors, hTs incon-
sistency and particularly the fact that he had added nothing new to the 
over-all record. But this evaluation is misleading to a great extent. 
In 1908 Hodgetts work was overshadowed by those of the giants--Pares, 
Wallace, Baring, and others--who were calling attention to the sensa-
tional issue of the decade, the revolutionary movement in Russia. Un-
fortunately, Hodgetts' work failed to emphasize the revolutionary atmos-
phere, although it did take his readers through the Russo-Japanese War. 
As for the work's error, those evident in sections covering the reform 
period are quite minor. In some cases the dating is wrong, in others 
the actors of the period appear to be misrepresented--e.g., it has been 
pointed out by other scholars that Zhukovsky was no "liberal." It is 
true, as the critics note, that Hodgetts employed a popular style; in 
fact the general tone is rather gossipy. But it should be considered 
that the popular style was quite common at the time, and that the exact 
meaning of the word "liberal" was still subject to debate. Above all, 
it should be noted that Hodgetts, for the first time, integrated consid-
erable non-English language data into British and American scholarship--
and footnoted his use of sources, a rare practice at the time. It would 
appear that Hodgetts deserved a better fate than he met at the hands -of 
his peers. His work has been ignored completely by subsequent scholar-
ship. 
35ttodgetts, II, 3ff. 
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Nicholas' training program had a signifi cant i mpact on the heir's heal t h 
and temperament. 36 
The author gives special attention to the underlying phil osophy of 
Zhukovsky's educational plan for Alexander, which was accepted by Niche~ 
las. This is the basic guideline to which the youth was exposed during 
his formative years: 
Opinions may be rebellious when the Government is oppres-
sive or indifferent; but public opinion will always be on 
the side of the just sovereign. Love liberty, that is to 
say, justice, for therein lies the mercy of Emperors and the 
freedom of peoples; freedom and order are one and the same 
thing; the Emperor's love of freedom will confirm his sub-
jects in their loyalty. Rule by order, not by might; the 
true power of a sovereign does not consist of the number of 
his warriors, but in the well-being of his people •••• Do 
not allow thyself to be deceived, but keep within thee the 
idea of the beautiful--have faith in virtue? That faith is 
the faith in God? It will protect thy soul -from becoming 
contemptuous of mankind, which is so disastrous for a ruler 
of men? 37 
After the Tsarevitch ascended the throne, according to Hodgetts, he 
continued to be fair-minded, resolute and composed, following the course 
he had set for himself. His "calm, unruffled, slightly dreamy composure" 
tended, however, to evoke distrust and resentment in some. 38 Hodgetts 
36Ibid . , pp. 17ff, 222. 
37 Ibid., pp. 11-12. 
38rbid., p. 46 0 Here Hodgetts refers to a common theme in litera-
ture concerning Alexander: he often is characterized as "indolent." . Al-
though his appearance usually conveys a somewhat dreamy composure, i t is 
doubtful that this is the source of the theme. The idea can be traced 
back to the comments of various European diplomats, some of whom. appar-
ently adhered to the "science" of phrenology. Vitzthum von Eckstaedt, 
the Saxon Minister to St •. Pe~er.sburg, ; for -exaipple, -me.t Alexander in· the 
summer of 1853, and reports that he was "an amiable, good-hearted man, 
whose weakness of character was revealed in his large but expressionless 
eyes . The contour of his head seemed to me to betoken even less promise 
than did that of his father's. For natures such as hi s, a greater mis -
fortune can scarcely happen than to be called to rule a State like 
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quotes witnesses to bear out his statements about Al exander; the same 
thorough documentation continues as he examines t he Tsars reform activ-
ity. 
The study reflects a practical, skillful director of reform meas-
ures. Throughout the · pe~iod Alexander carefully balanced opposing 
factions to assure moderation and continuing progress. Hodgetts, in a 
detailed examination of liberal and conservative court cliques, stresses 
the role of prominent liberals in Alexander's achievement of meaningful 
reform . But he holds that conservative court influences had little to 
do with any suppressive measures employed by the Tsar; these were simply 
traditional methods, usually the only solutions to problems confronting 
the Reformer. Reaction in a real sense set in only after Alexander's 
assassination . 39 
Noting that the "Nihilists'; comprised little more than "a mob of 
immature school boys and girls" trying to assume sophistication, the 
author points out that · Alexander, with his understanding nature, rarely 
treated even his most radical opponents as criminals. Those arrested or 
exiled usually lived quite normal lives. Even in Peter-Paul fortress 
"one of the finest libraries in the world was at their disposal. 114 0 It 
Russia" ( Count Charles Vi tzthum von Eckstaedt ,_..§.!.. Petersburg ~ London 
in the Years 1852-1864, tr. Edward F. Taylor /2 vols~; London, 1887/, I, 
50):--rn discussing Nicholas I, von E. observed that "the occiput, -where 
the phrenologists look for strength of will, seemed unusually developed 
• 0 0 0 II (Ibid., p. 15). 
39 Hodgetts, II, 98ff, llOff, 120-121, 200, 240ff, 250ff. 
40Ibid., p. 130. Hodgetts seems to contradict himself in a few 
sentences describing Alexander's lack of concern about others' attitudes. 
The Tsar "had too little of the Panslavist about him to be seriously af-
fected. When you start by despising your subjects, and regarding them 
as half- witted and untrustworthy savages, you can scarcely feel much 
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was not Alexander ' s lack of underst anding that impeded r eforms, but that 
of the radicals. 
The interest in specialization, as di spl ayed by Hodgetts , intensi-
fied during the first decade of the twentieth century. The revolution-
ary trend continued to command the attention of most scholars as the 
conservative reaction succeeded in controlling the Duma. A few writers, 
however, managed to detach themselves from the excitement, or disappoint-
ment, surrounding the Duma and dig further into the foundations of emerg-
i ng Russia . 
Robert Latimer's Under Three Tsars and Thomas Darlington's Education 
in Russia appeared in 1909. James Mavor's Economic History followed in 
1914 . The three works brought ·new--perspecHves <fi"f . the· r eform legisla-
t i on by delving more thoroughly into three of its components, religi ous 
freedom, educational change and economic development. 
Latimer was highly laudatory of Alexander II: "Hideously dark was 
the night, before the welcome morning of Alexander !I's Coronation broke 
over the realm. 1141 The Tsar-Liberator brought personal conviction to 
the throne and slowly effected religious freedom for dissenters. Des-
pite the reaction following the assassination attempt of 1866, the new 
disappointment if they behave as you imagined you had reason to believe 
they would" (Ibid., pp. 120-121). These statements fit uncomfortably 
into Hodgetts' general evaluation of Alexander. What he seems to say 
at this point is that the Tsar remained emotionally detached from hi s 
subjects, and thus could operate dispassionately. In any case, however, 
the reader is assured that this attitude does not detract from the Tsar's 
kind, fair nature. 
41Robert Sloan Latimer, Under Three Tsars: Liberty of Conscience 
in Russia, 1856- 1909 (New York, 1909), p. 48. Latimer, X"'"British relig-
Tous Fundamentalist, based his study on personal relati ons with Russ i an 
reli gi ous leaders, secondary sources and extensive use of Russian peri od-
ical literature. He documents his statements. 
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liberty of conscience continued until 1881, "when t he nation. was 
plunged again into: the-- hideous night. 1142 
The author carries this theme through some seventy-five pages while 
tracing the development of religious freedom among minority groups, and 
offers numerous specific examples of Alexander's humane character.43 
"Inspired by noble sentiments and gifted with a practical mind," the 
Tsar allowed the fullest possible extent of toleration. 44 
Besides the additional illustrations of Alexander's attitude and 
personal actions, Latimer's examination of the various sects and their 
relationships with the Tsar further elaborates the disconcerting effects 
of the activities of the bureaucracy situated between the Crown and im-
plementation of Imperial reform. Alexander emerges as an Emperor with 
whom many had to deal personally to secure justice. Latimer gives the 
reader a rare glimpse of the sense of attrition that Alexander apparent-
ly experienced during the reform period.45 
Thomas Darlington's finding·s closely parallel · those of Latimer, but 
the latter can hardly compare in depth of scholarship with the author of 
Education~ Russia. Darlington's exhaustive study of Russia's long, 
trial- and-error development of educational policy still remains one of 
42Ibid., p. 123, . Also seep. 52. 
43 Ibid., pp. 64, 67, 89ff, 99, 
44 Ibid • , p • 5 2 • 
45Latimer's general theme resembles the Slavophil concept of the 
Little Father, mediator and protector of the masses; but Latimer re-
flects a reality of the time, not Slavophil ideology. Alexander fully 
realized his position as the stabilizing arbiter among the various levels 
of society during the uncertain transitory stage through which Russia 
was passing. 
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the few good histories of the subject.46 
The Alexander who takes shape behind the f ow of Dar l ington' s pen 
is a capable, progressive leader in modernization of Russia ' s most cru-
cial institutions. To accent this fact, the author periodically com-
pares Russian educational innovation with that of other count~ies to 
place it in proper perspective. The impression is quite favorable to-
ward Alexander's reform measures and the manner in which they were ef-
47 fected. While thoroughly examining the reactionary response to the 
radicalism of the early 1860's, Darlington continues to stress over-all 
positive reform. He underscores the considerable freedom of public and 
official debate over educational matters. 48 
The University Statute of 1863, the author notes, was the first in 
Russia to lay real stress on "learning for its own sake," rather than to 
prepare youths for certain stations in life.49 The liberal measure, 
signed by Alexander in June, 1863, was implemented despite the university 
disorders, widespread arson, revolutionary literature and Polish Rebel-
lion of the early 1860's. Even after 1866 and Dmitry Tolstoy's ascen-
sion, Alexander did not approve alteration of the 1863 Statute until 
student disorders in the autumn of 1874 forced his hand.so 
46Thomas Darlington, Education in Russia (Great Britain Board of 
Education, "Special Reports on Educational Subjects," Vol. 23 /London, 
19097). Darlington, an English Inspector of Schools, became familiar 
with the Russian language, historical resources and officialdom through 
several long visits to that country. His study is based on both pri-
mary and secondary materials. 
47Ibid., p. 112. 
48Ibid., pp. 87-89, passim. 
49Ibid . , p _. 92ff. 
SOibid., pp. 97-98. 
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With frequent minor criticism, Darlington carries the same enthusi-
asm throughout his examinat i on of t he Elementary School Act of 1864 and 
the extensive reform of education for females. 51 Tol s toy's activities, 
especially his promotion of classicism, receive thorough, dispassionate 
treatment. Though Darlington admits that classical education could have 
been used as mere intellectual gymnastics, he also holds that study of 
classical antiquity could have acted as the government intended, as a 
sophisticating restraint on the impulsive abstractionism prevalent among 
university youths.52 
F~om prolonged immersion in his subject, Darlington draws an explic-
it conclusion about the role of Alexander II: 
The accession of Alexander II inaugurated a new era in the 
educational as well as in the social and political history 
of Russia. The 'Tsar Liberator' was cast in a very differ-
ent mould from his predecessor. Broad in his sympathies, en-
lightened and progressive in his policy and devoted to human-
itarian ideals, he was in every respect a fit instrument for 
the accomplishment of the epoc-making changes which will ever 
remain associated with his name. He ascended the throne in 
the very crisis of the need, as well as of the opportunity, 
for reform. 53 
James Mavor's ·Economic History is no less sympathetic. This is a 
penetrating analysis of socio-economic complexities of refor~. Only in 
the process of emancipation does the author provide insight into Alex-
ander's character, but this is to be expected since the work concentrates 
on economic refot'm and is concernE!d only , ·secofidarilJ, wl,th: other . a~..: 
velopments of the period. The writer refers briefly to the Tsarevitch 
Alexander's participation in peasant reform efforts in the early 1840's, 
51Ibid., pp. 102ff, 124ff. 
52Ibid., pp. 106, 111-124, 400. 
53Ibid., p. 87. 
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identifying the young heir as a "l iberal i nf l uence , " but providi ng no 
examples for substantiat ion. 54 From thi s poi nt Mavor s kips to the post-
Crimean War period. In court circles, he relates, Al exander was r ecog-
nized as a defender of the nobles'privileges, specifically as an oppon-
ent of the application of inventories to the western provinces. Outside 
the court, however, the public usually regarded the new Monarch as a 
person of "liberal tendancy. 1155 
Mavor draws heavily from Kornilov's study of emancipation while pur-
suing the advancement toward the Act of 1861. Alexander emerges very 
clearly as a man determined to achieve a practicable reform measure, bal-
ancing conservative and liberal factions to assure progress, and command-
ing progressive resolution when necessary. Once, in response to a laGk 
of des i red initiative from the nobility, Alexander "found i t necessar y 
t o attempt to counteract their influence by going into the provinces and 
delivering a series of speeches urging the completion of the task to 
which he had set himself . 1156 In committee deliberations, the Tsar al-
lowed almost unrestricted freedom of discussion and resolution. He was, 
as the author depicts him, a skillful Monarch.57 
Mavor's account of revolutionary trends .after 1861 is thorough; but 
54 · James Mavor, An Economic History of Russia (2 vols., 2d rev. ed.; 
New York, 1925), I, 372. The History contains minor errors, but these 
hardly detract from the value of the massive detail it incorporates i nto 
British scholarship. The work represents an attempt at an exhaustive 
search through Russian sources. Havor was, at the time, at the Univ. of 
Toronto; his work can be classified as British in the broad sense. 
55rbid., p. 376 . "Inventories" were regulations specifying the 
mutual obligations of serf and landlord . 
56Ibid . , p . 397. 
57I bid . , pp . 405ff, 411- 414. 
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provides no information about direct actions of the Tsar. After the 
Polish Rebellion of 1863 there ensued "two years of extreme reaction, 
during which the ameliorating influences of the emancipation were large-
ly neutralized. 1158 • •• After the attempt on Alexander's life in 1866, 
"reaction with suppression, voluntary or compulsory, of all oppositional 
forces, whether revolutionary or otherwise, intervened for nearly three 
years; and, as before, once again ardent and reckless spirits made their 
appearance to continue the attack against the Government. 1159 To Mavor, 
as to others of the sympathetic school, radical activities were basical-
ly responsible for undermining the reform movement. 
The further the Era of Sympathetic Understanding progressed towar d 
the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, the more repetitive it became in pre-
senting detail about the character of the Tsar-Liberator. The reservoir 
of facts, both favorable and unfavorable, seems to have been nearly 
drained by the first decade of the new century. Scholars turned increas-
ingly from exploration of the reform period and the reform character of 
the Tsar to analysis of the twentieth-century struggle for popular con-
trol of government in Russia. The people of Russia, not the autocratic 
Government, began to command the attention, and the sympathy, of Western 
writers. 
Many scholars were on the scene in Russia, observing the defensive 
manipulations of Nicholas II. And very few held any affection for the 
last Tsar. Previously, the writers had championed Russia, ~Nation, 
against Western hostility, or at least Western distrust. Now they began 
58Mavor II 74 • • p. • 
59Ibid. 
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to champion the Russian people in their struggle with the Government . 
The last comprehensive sympathetic s tudy of the pre-Bolshevik era, 
Maurice Baring's ~ Russian People, reflects the shift in sympathy. 
Baring observed the disappointing Duma movement of 1906, and according 
to his astute companion, Bernard Pares, he gained a "more acute under-
standing of Russian nature and character than any foreigner I have known 
and almost any Russian. Baring's simple and clear vision had made the 
discovery that the greatest gentleman in Russia is the underdog soldier 
or peasant, and that was where he found his natural mates. 1160 
Baring introduces Alexander II as an Emperor who began to rule with 
the firm purpose of completing the peasant reform initiated by his . 
predecessors. But he was equally firm in insisting oh .the voluntary -co-
operation of the nobility. Essentially the picture Baring paints of the 
Reformer is that of an open-minded, fair leader responding willingly to 
the needs of the time and to a broad concensus of public and government-
al opinion. 
In a detailed treatment of emancipation, Baring provides the famil-
iar details of Alexander's role--his initiation of reform deliberations, 
the application of pressure when needed to secure cooperation of the 
nobility, the Tsar's trip through the interior in late 1858 to stimu-
late reform sentiment, and the strategic appointment of various indi-
viduals to maintain balance and compromise during deliberations.61 It 
60Pares, ~ Wandering Student, p. 132. Also see pp~ l~Q, ,149. 
61Maurice Baring, The Russian People (London, 1911), pp. 223-231. 
Baring wrote several books about Russia, but this is the only one provid-
ing detail on the reform period. For a better understanding of Baring 
himself, see his A Year in Russia (rev. ed.; London, 1917). Baring also 
provides a concisestatement of his sentiment in .the Introduction to 
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is emphasized, however, that "the emanc i pation r eform , the manner in 
which it was drafted and modif ied dur i ng the process of drafting, affords 
us striking evidence that at the crucial moments of Russ i an hi story it 
is public opinion which is ultimately the real sovereign power. 11 62 
Baring analyzes the results of emancipation by thoroughly examining 
the mir, Zemstvo and revolutionary movement, but includes few direct 
references to Alexander. Throughout, he maintains sympathetic under- . 
standing of governmental policy while pointing out reform weaknesses. 63 
In creating the Zemstvo, Baring concludes, Alexander simply returned to 
the old idea initiated by Catherine II and developed it.64 
Citing the broad studies of other scholars, the author introduces 
the idea that "the legislators ••• distrusted the landed pt'oprietors, 
and so greatly feared that they might retain their local power that the 
Zemstvo was not allowed a free hand, even in its own area of jurisdic-
tion." Baring remarks that this idea may or may not be true, but he 
maintains that the Zemstvos were "meant to culminate in central politi-
cal representation. But • . . the brutal murder of Alexander II, the 
liberator of the serfs, by the Nihilists, delayed all attempts to bring 
about this consummation. 11 65 During the 1860 1 s, the author continues, a 
~ Russian People: "Although I cannot vie in research and erudition 
with my predecessors and fellow-workers in the same field, ••• I can 
at least claim that knowledge which arises from sympathy with the people 
whose story, characteristics, and significance I will endeavour to in-
dicate" (p. xi). The author's study of the reform period draws heavily 
from comprehensive studies by French and Russian scholars. 
62!!!! Russian People, p. 226. 
63Ibid., pp. 237-240, 255ff. 
64Ibid., p. 247. 
65Ibid., pp. 251-252. 
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weak, waivering public opinion had curtailed the movement t oward central 
political representation, 66 Clearl y, to Baring, Alexander remained a 
reformer until death. 
There were, however, other scholars who were having second-thoughts 
about the matter. Changes in attitude began developing toward the Old 
Regime in general after the Revolution of 1905. The popular effort to 
control the Duma was thwarted by the Government of Nicholas II, and the 
subsequent disillusionment is reflected in the works produced during the 
period, 
Bernard Pares' second work appeared as a chapter in~ Cambridge 
Modern History, and his sympathy for the Old Regime had abated notice-
1 • 
ably. Pares allied himself with the liberal political reform movement 
of the Duma period, becoming quite critical of what he considered the 
reactionary policy of the Government. His lack of detachment could hard-
ly have failed to influence his chapter in the Cambridge History. The 
contrast with his earlier work is too strong,67 
66Ibid., pp. 252-253. E. J. Dillon agrees with Baring on the point 
of intended central political representation (E. J. Dillon, The Eclipse 
of Russia /New York, 1918/, p. 38). Dillon took up residenc'e"Tn Russia 
from the early 1870's, and became actively involved in the unfolding of 
the revolution. Still in Russia during the Duma period, he drew suspi-
cion from Pares and other English-·observers· by his . rath·er noncritical sup-
port of the autocracy--"he suddenly and unexpectedly became the mouth-
piece of the opportunist Count Witte," evidently after receiving bribes 
from the Government (Pares, A Wanderinf Student, pp. 132-133). Perhaps 
Dillon's pro-Government position explains his sympathy for Alexander II 
and his antagonism toward radicalism, to which he assigns the blame for 
snatching Russia from the path of practicable reform (Dillon, Eclipse, 
p. 38ff). 
67Bernard Pares, "Reaction and Revolution in Russia," The Cambridge 
Modern History, Vol. XII,~ Latest Age, ed. A. w. Ward, e~al. (2d 
ed., New York, 1917). For a candid record of Pares' attitude toward the 
Government of Nicholas II, see! Wandering Student, pp. ll9ff, 128ff, 
148, 159ff, 168-169. For an excellent biographical sketch of Pares, see 
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Pares still felt that emancipat ion, a "liberal " settlement, was 
carried through "entirely from above and by a great effort of public 
spirit on -'the part of the sovereign." But Al exander "wa s not a s t rong 
· l 
man" and naturally "sank back into· his old surroundings" after the or-
deal of pushing through the Act of 1861. Only the strength of public 
opinion and the new status of the peasant produced subsequent reforms.68 
In sketching the reforms, Pares accents their weaknesses and the 
Government's infractions of the new laws, especially the press law of 
1865. 69 He indicates that, without doubt, severe "Government" suppres-
sion and panic set in after 1866. Tolstoy's educational reforms are in-
terpreted as sheer stifling reaction. 70 
While surveying the reaction of Government officials, Pares has 
little to say about Alexander's personal attitude or activities. He 
provides a detailed summary of the revolutionary movement of the 1860's 
and 1870 1s, in which he emphasizes the general lack of compromising 
spirit by all elements~ "While the Government became more reactionary," 
he asserts, "the educated classes became increasingly revolutionary. 1171 
In the 1860 1 s the Government failed to perceive the limited extent of 
nihilism, for "there existed no strong body of central and moderating 
opinion to mediate between reactionary and revolutionary thought. 1172 
the Introduction, by his son, to Pares' History~ Russia; this work 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
68Pares, "Reaction and Revolution in Russia," p. 294. 
69Ibid., p. 295. 
70ibid., pp. 295, 298. 
71Ibid., p. 296. 
72Ibid., p. 297. 
This weakness was maintained by Alexander ' s refusal to grant a form of 
national assembly. "Thus isolated from the publ c the Goverrunent went 
on towards the great catastrophe," led by Count Dmitry Tolstoy .73 
Pares admits that "this negative record does not cover the whole 
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life of a nation full of tension after the promise and inception of far-
reaching reforms. 1174 Still, the record he presents contains little of 
the image of a capable, progressive T_sar-Liberator,. 
The change of attitude among Pares and his companions in Russia is 
reflected again in Harold Williams' Russia~~ Russians, published -in 
1915. Williams, a reporter for the Manchester Guardian, was married to 
a Russian who was a prominent member of Miliukov's liberal Constitution-
al Democrat Party. The Government considered Williams unreliable, but 
still allowed him inside the country after publication of his book. 75 
Russia~~ Russians concentrates on cultural developments and 
contains less than a half-dozen pages dealing with the reform period and 
Alexander II. The lack of detail makes the author's conclusions even 
more significant. Without apparent reason, Williams accepts the inter-
pretation that Alexander was Conservative by nature. The Tsar's resolu-
tion in carrying through emancipation was quite remarkable, Williams 
holds, since he "was not a reformer by instinct or training, but was 
73Ibid., p. 298. 
74Ibid., p. 301-302. In this brief work, the reader can hardly 
avoid the feeling that Pares, still working for understanding between 
Britain and Russia and for stability and progress inside Russia, was 
pleading for the Russian Government to heed his points and avoid a 
calamity. 
75Pares, ~ Wandering Student, pp. 18lff, 217. Pares, in describing 
British writers present at the First Duma in 1906, states: "Harold 
Williams ••• was much the most effective of all, though the humblest"; 
he was the greatest British scholar ever sent to Russia (Ibid., p. 132). 
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simply convinced of the political necessity of the measure,1176 
Williams provides the usual sketch of radical revelry during the 
1860's, stating that Alexander soon grew weary of reform and alarmed at 
the social agitation provoked by the reform effort. After 1866 1 "no 
further reforms were granted, repressive measures were directed against 
the press and the Zemstvos, and the police powers of the governors were 
expanded, 1177 Williams, even more sharply than Pares, broke away from 
the sympathetic school, 
The final termination of the Era of Sympathetic Understanding was 
sealed by the last significant work produced during the period. In 1918 
three British historians published the first scholarly effort in Engl and 
to produce a basic text of Russian history, Russia:~~ Varangians 
!9_!!!! Bolsheviks, by Raymond Beazley, Nevill Forbes and G, A, Birkett. 
The title is misleading since the work extends only through the abdica-
tion of Nicholas II in March, 1917. The latter part of the study, in-
eluding the reform period, was written by G. A, Birkett, Though his 
limited bibliography lists no important materials that had not been em-
ployed by previous authors, Birkett's conclusions contrast rather sharp-
ly with the predominant pattern of those preceding him. 
The author finds that Alexander's reforms sprang entirely from the 
demands of the time, as revealed by the results of the Crimean War. 
Nicholas' successor was no born reformer, declares Birkett. He had, in 
f act, become "a warm admirer of his f ather's policy, especially af ter 
1848 1 and constantly defended serf-right and the privileges of the 
76Harold Whitmore Williams, Russia ~!!!!Russians (New York, 1915), 
P• 43, 
77Ibid., pp. 45ff. 
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gentry. 1178 Birkett provides only one illustration to support his con-
clusion. He notes that in the late l840's, Alexander had opposed the 
extension of the inventory to the Baltic provinces and Lithuania.79 No 
other details of Alexander's background are listed by the author. 
The study traces the lifting of restrictions after the Crimean War, 
and observes that Alexander had no definite program through which to im-
plement the vague reforms he began publicly suggesting. To Birkett, 
the Tsar simply realized that the question of serfdom had to be resolved, 
and began stimulating action on the matter. 
The author's superficial examination of emancipation and its results 
is quite critical. A slightly more optimistic view of the Zemstvo ap-
pears, along with praise for legal reforms. He awards a low rating to 
Alexander's educational policy. Birkett gives two pages to educational 
reform to 1866 and three to Tolstoy's reactionary policy after the assas-
sination attempt, 
Throughout the study, Alexander plays a conservative role. He was 
"inspired by a sincere desire to help the country forward, and as a re-
former he was enthusiastically supported by his people. But unfortunate-
ly he held firmly to the old administrative system, and by trusting 
bureaucratic institutions to carry out liberal reforms, and denying any 
share in their preparation to the people whose vital interests they con-
cerned, he lowered very considerably the value of the reforms and came 
78Raymond Beazley, Nevill Forbes, G. A. Birkett, Russia: from the 
Varangians !2_~ Bolsheviks (London, 1918), p. 425. Pares, wilo"car"e:" 
fully notes those involved in Russian studies at the time, does not i n-
clude these three writers in his record. So far as I can determine, 
Birkett was rather inactive in Russian affairs. He does not appear to 
have been i nvolved inside Russia . 
79I bid., p. 402. 
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into sharp conflict with publi c opinion. "80 
As examples of Alexander ' s t raditional att i t ude Bi rkett cites t he 
refusal to allow the gentry free expressi on of the i r vi ews on emancipa -
tion after the Tsar summoned them to St. Petersburg in 1859, 81 And 
Alexander's subsequent response to the liberal Tver nobility receives 
some attention. The Tsar, Birkett concludes, began turning toward re-
action in 1861, Nicholas Miliutin was dismissed to appease conserva-
tives. The aristocratic P.A. Valuev replaced Sergei Lanskoy as the 
Minister of Interior.8 2 Still, after Birkett outlines the radical move-
ment of the early 1860 1 s he observes that "the Government declared that 
its policy would be 'neither weakness nor reaction', and proceeded with 
necessary reforms. 1183 
In Birkett's special section on Governmental reaction, he includes 
few specific details on Alexander's attitude or actions. No new facts 
appear. The author tends to approach the Reformer through broad conclu-
sions about the reforms. He notes, for example, that Alexander opposed 
the Council of State in approving Tolstoy's educational reforms, and 
then states that the new secondary school system "was intended to lower 
the general standard of knowledge, to deaden thought, and check the de-
velopment of wide cultural interests, by providing a course of mere 
mental drill. 1184 As another example he cites the successful effort of 
SOibid., pp. 439-440. 
81Ibid., p. 440. 
82Ibid., p. 441. 
83 Ibid., p. 444. 
84Ibid., p. 446. 
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the gentry to gain Alexander's disapproval of Tolstoy ' s attempt to place 
elementary school boards under Government control . 85 Thus Birkett re-
veals a Tsar executing his basic function of approving or disapproving 
certain courses of action. Logically, and legally, it follows that t he 
Tsar can be held responsible for the consequences of all acts of govern-
ment during the period. 
The weakness of this whole approach is, of course, that it conceals 
Alexander the man, his attitudes, his deliberation. The reader sees 
only t he hand of the Tsar sweeping, with well-worn pen, across cold docu-
ment s . 
Scholars of the early period, both sympathetic and critical, have 
revealed very little about what happened behind the scenes after the 
Emancipation Act of 1861. Even Darlington's exhaustive study failed t o 
provide anr clear insight into Alexander's attitudes toward educat i onal 
reforms. This lack of detail after the Act of 1861 is the reason this 
study has utilized indirect methods of ascertaining an author's attitud-
inal pattern toward the concept of the Tsar-Liberator--determining the 
author ' s response toward certain aspects of the reforms themselves. 
Birkett, for example,- reveals a 1degt'ee ·of, objective- schola~sni p on the 
question of peasant representation to the new Zemstvos . He concludes 
that the gentry held a dominant positio~ "since they alone, by education 
and previous experience were fitted to take an active part in public 
work." He goes on to say that even the peasants elected many of their 
representatives from the gentry class.86 
ssrbid., p. 447. 
86rbid., p. 448. 
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The question of Zemstvo representation has been a major point of 
contention for those who have tried to determine the "fairness" of the 
Zemstvo law. A fair law, it is assumed, would indicate a fair disposi-
tion in the governing powers. But, to repeat the point for the sake of 
clarity, such an examination displays only a degree of objective scholar-
ship by the particular writer involved. The fairness of Zemstvo repre-
sentation reveals absolutely nothing about Alexander's personal disposi-
tion toward reform. 
The most prominent example of this tendency to judge Alexander's 
character by broad generalization lies in the period before 1861: the 
question of applying the inventory to the Western provinces. On the 
base of this policy some writers have felt free to declare the new Tsar 
a defender of the nobility and a conservative by nature. Yet, not even 
James Mavor's specialized study offered any reasons for the heir's 
action. The only explanation offered by any writer is another broad 
generalization--Alexander was simply responding to the European Revolu-
tions of 1848. Generally, writers of the early period present many 
broad conclusions based on the same limited facts. 
In connection with the shift in attitude from the sympathetic to 
the critical, one influence in particular should be considered. It is 
obvious that writers who shared Pares' views enjoyed considerable free-
dom to criticize the Russian Government and yet remain inside the 
country, associating with all factions. There is no evidence that they 
felt constrained to exercise any self-censorship in their works, a fac-
tor that may or may not have affected those of the earlier decades. 
At the same time, however, it seems apparent that writers of the 
Pares' dispensation were affected by their involvement or identification 
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with the liberal movement. The burning issue of popular participation 
in government permeates their studies of both nineteenth- and twentieth= 
century Russia. Everything became oriented toward the Revolution--a re-
form from below. Possibly, this overwhelming concept was projected back 
to the Period of the Great Reforms. In that case Alexander would have 
become less a reformer by nature and more a follower of public opinion. 
Or if he had not appeared to adhere to popular opinion, in the mind of a 
particular writer, then the reformer by nature would have taken on the 
appearance of a champion of the nobility, of the system of Nicholas I. 
The revolutionary movement of the early twentieth century did, without 
doubt, exude a m~st of passion which tended to veil the events of pre-
vious decades. 87 
87For the most obvious example, see an account written by the Direc-
tor of the Russian lnformat.ion- Servioe of tne·new ~Provisional Govern-
ment: A. J. Sack, The Birth~~ Russian Democracy (New York, 1918). 
CHAPTER II 
AFTER THE REVOLUTION: INDECISION 
IN THE BROAD PERSPECTIVE 
After the Bolshevik upheaval of late 1917, British and American 
wri ters seem to have recoiled from a lively interest in Russian history. 
Not for some thirty years, until after World War II, did the enthusiasm 
of the pre-Revolutionary period begin to revive. During the interim, 
British or American scholars of non-Russian origin produced only two 
significant studies relating to the reform period. Besides these works, 
the general production of the thiry-year period consisted of several 
translations of Russian volumes and a few studies by JmigrJs fleeing 
from the Soviet regime. 
After the Revolution, the basic facts available about the character 
of Alexander II remained almost unchanged until 1962, when the first 
adequate biography of the Tsar-Liberator appeared. The stability and 
scarcity of facts prompted writers of the period to concentrate even 
more intensely on the reform measures. The predominant attitude toward -
the Reformer himself was firmly established in 1926, and remained almost 
inflexible until the late 1950 1s. It was generally accepted that "Alex-
ander was not a reformer by nature." 
Although this negative conclusion prevailed, many authors apparent-
ly had to wrestle with their data to harmonize their over-all studies 
with facts available concerning the character of the Tsar. Too many 
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conflicts appeared. Attempts at harmony resulted in an even wider range 
of ideas about the meaning of the reform effort. A few writers obvious-
ly solved the dilemma by including in their studies only those facts 
which supported the conclusion that Alexander and his Government were 
conservative by instinct. Other scholars attempted to explain the con-
flict in data by emphasizing the nineteenth-century context of the re-
form period. These latter writers, even those of the "Reformer-by-
Necessity School," tended to be sympathetic toward the Reformer. 
From all the material involved, one prominent pattern can be dis-
cerned. The basic histories of Russia adopt the Reformer-by-Necessity 
interpretation almost without exception. This seems to result from 
the broad perspective intrinsic to the general studies. The authors 
appear more willing to adopt an unsubstantial conclusion about Alexander 
because it fits into the revolutionary trend leading to 1917. 
Alexander, Reformer by Necessity 
Among those adopting the negative interpretation of Alexander's 
attitude toward reform, there are several scholars who take a rather 
radical stand against both the Reformer and his reforms. By its taint 
of bitterness this group sets itself apart from other scholars of its 
school, and will be discussed later as a separate unit, First, a chron-
ological survey of the more-moderate members of the school is necessary 
to demonstrate the continuity of interpretation that began developing 
with the culminating events of the Revolution. 
Not for some eight years after the Revolution did British and Amer-
ican scholarship produce another work providing an interpretation of 
Alexander II. Nicholas Makeev's and Valentine O'Hara's Russia was 
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published in 19250 The work displays little sympathy for the Old Regime. 
Although Russia concentrates on the revolutionary movement in the 
twentieth century, it contains a brief analysis of the reform period. 
The authors strongly sympathize with the revolutionaries, as youth 
driven nto frenzied revolt and conspiracy" by cruel Government suppres-
sion which gradually intensiified in the 1860's. ''From 1866 the reaction 
of the nobility took the upper hand."1 Reform, the authors conclude, 
sprang from the revelations of the Crimean War and was effected by a 
nstrong body of liberal opinion. 112 When Alexander ascended the throne, 
"he seemed to realize the inefficacy of absolutism in the new conditions 
of life, the necessity of a radical change of policy. His fundamental 
reforms, despite the fact that the State hindered their full realization 
by every means in its power, produced unexpectedly good results. 11 3 
Makeev and O'Hara are restrained, almost vague in identifying Alex= 
antler as a product of the times; but this reluctance certainly is not 
evident in a study published the following year, In 1926, Bernard Pares 
resolved for all time his attitude toward the Tsar=Liberator. His 
History of Russia was~ according to one prominent American scholar, the 
outstanding one-volume textbook of Russian history for nearly a 
1Nicholas Makeev and Valentine O'Hara, Russia (New York, 1925), p. 
91. Makeev, a former member of the Social Revolutionary party and Presi-
dent of the All-Russian Union of Zemstvos, emigrated in 1919. O'Hara, 
an Englishman, had a long record of involvement in Russian affairs. A 
previous work, an essay published in 1919, does include a brief, negative 
reference to Alexander's attitude~ the new Tsar "had been a warm admirer 
of the politics of his father," but realized the system was breaking 
down (Daniel Bell Leary, "Education and Autocracy in Russia~ from the 
Origins to the Bolsheviks," University of Buffalo Studies /Buffalo, 
7 ~ = 1912£, I, 67). 
2Makeev and O'Hara, Russia, p. 88. 
3Ibid., p. 60. 
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' f h' ' 4 generation o young istorians. 
By 1926 Pares had experienced the t r avails of the Duma period and 
had watched the new Provisional Government fall to the Bolshevi ks. His 
disillusionment is noted in the sources refered to previously. It is 
safe to conclude that Pares' experiences had some influence on his shift 
of sentiment from 1907 to 1926. The effect, if any, on Russian studies 
in Britain and America invites speculation. 
Pares, in hi s History, holds that Alexander was "greatl y a ttached 
and entirely loyal" to his father. The heir's tutor, Zhukovsky, by 
"inst i nct and temperament" a conservative and a supporter of the autoc-
r acy, found that his pupil resisted intellectual training ~nd shared t he 
military tastes of Nicholas. In the son, the father "obtained a firm 
supporter for his drill- sergeant system of government. 115 From 1848 t o 
18 55 Alexander tended to prove even more autocratic than Nicholas in de-
fending rights of the gentry and imposing censorship. When the new Mon-
arch ascended the throne, liberals were not optimistic about the f uture . 6 
Pares notes that Alexander's character "has been l i ttle understood," 
and concludes that he was "an honest conservative, forced by t he over-
whelmi ng logic of facts" to undertake liberation of the serfs. 7 Once 
having assumed t he task, the Tsar avoided no sacrifice in carryi ng it 
4warren Bar tlett Walsh, Russia and the Soviet Union (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan , 1958) , p . 610. Ironically, Walsh is the only strong represent-
ative of the Reformer by Nature school. His work is discussed last in 
t his chapter . 
5 Bernard Pares,~ History of Russia (2d Definitive ed., New York, 
1953) , p . 356. 
6Ibid., pp. 356-357. 
7 Ibi d . 
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through. "In the main," the author comments about Alexander's Act of 
1861, "this capital act of governmental policy& so far the cent ral event 
in the history of the Russian people, was received with real gratitude. 118 
Emancipation, Pares continues, necessitated further reforms, for 
which Alexander and the bureaucracy were not eager.9 But liberal and 
radical opinion spurred action. From the early 1860's, "a new period 
had set in, and it was now that Alexander's government had to complete 
the inevitable task of reform with failing energy, with growing indis-
position, and constantly interrupted by agitating symptoms of hostil-
ity.1110 
Pares points out that Alexander still proceeded cautiously with re-
form despite radical activities. Then after 1866, strong reaction set 
in . The Tsar supported Dmitry Tolstoy, a staunch obscurantist, in sup-
pressing the overzealousness of university students.11 Restrictions 
were imposed on new reforms. Although Alexander withstood pressure to 
postpone execution of the Judicial Act of 1864, he hardly hesitated to 
employ administrative justice in violation of the measure.12 
In the History, Pares thus follows the basic theme of his last work, 
depicting a Tsar whose initial acts in lifting restrictions set in mo-
tion a revolutionary force. As the movement grew, Alexander became less 
enthusiastic about reform. His refusal to grant a form of national 
8Ibid., p. 370. 
9Ibid., p. 371. 
lOibid., p. 373. 
11rbid., pp. 383-384. 
12rbid., p. 385. 
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assembly widened the gulf between the people and the Government--making 
reconciliation impossibl e. I t i s i n his conclus i on about Alexander ' s 
attitude toward reform that Pares is much more defini t e than previously . 
Clearly, the Tsar was no reformer by nature. The significant fact about 
thi s hardening attitude is that the History includes no new data that 
would explain the change in its author. The limited bibliography, con-
s i sting almost entirely of English-language studies, reflects no bas i s 
for the new interpretation. 
The same lack of foundation appears in Imperial Russia, written by 
an important ~migr~ scholar, Michael Karpovich, and published i n 1932. 
Imperial Russia, however, provides the first example of the effort by 
twentieth-century scholars to resolve more fully the conflicting impres-
s ions created by available data. 
"Alexander II," Karpovich states, "was not a reformer by nature. 
But he was intelligent enough to be able to read the signs of the times, 
and courageous enough, at least during the early part of his reign, .t o 
subordinate his personal feelings to considerations of state." The 
author holds that because of the compromise with vested i nterests and 
the reaction which set in during Alexander's reign, 
• •• the 'Great Reforms' have sometimes been harshly criticized 
and their wisdom has been questioned in the light of subse-
quent developments. The proper historical approach, however, 
i s to judge them on the basis of a comparison with the old 
order of things which they were designed to modify. They 
stand this test •••• 13 
13Michael Karpovich, Imperial Russia, 1801-1917 ("!erkshire Studies 
in European History," ed. Richard A. Newhall, et. al. /New York, 19327), 
p. 35 . Karpovich, at Harvard Univ. at the time, provides only a selec-
tive Eng. - lang. bibliography. Further comment about Karpovich will be 
included in the conclusion of this chapter. 
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Karpovich's treatment of the reforms follows the usual patter~. 
Alexander resolutely effected emancipation by balancing conservative and 
liberal factions. The legal aspect of emancipation, Karpovich points 
out, warrants the description of "'perhaps the greatest single legisla-
tive act in the world's history"'; but on the economic side, the reform 
obviously draws justified criticism.14 The author's brief examination 
of the major reforms emphasizes the positive changes they effected. All 
reforms, he concludes, pointed in one direction: "the breaking down of 
legal barriers which the old order had erected between the various 
classes. 1115 With Alexander's activities, "a democratic society was 
growing in Russia under an autocratic government. 1116 
The role of the revolutionary movement receives impartial treatment. 
Karpovich points out that the radical thrusts of the early 1860 1 s oc-
curred d~ring the height of r~form, and thus can not be ascribed to Gov-
ernment reaction. Reform simply stimulated demands for more reform, just 
as it had in the early days of Alexander I. As before, progressive pub-
lic opinion outpaced the government~ .Liberals demanded a form of nation-
al representation. Radicals preached complete destruction of the old 
social order.17 As time passed and the radicals failed to gain mass 
support, they turned to revolutionary conspiracy. 
The revolutionary trend, Karpovich adds, received impetus from 
Government policy. "The liberal ardor of Alexander's early years was 
14Ibid., p. 36. 
15rbid., p. 40. 
16Ibid., p. 43. 
17Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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spent in the strenuous effort to carry through the abolition of serf dom.' 
The Tsar, easily influenced, fell victim to the conserva t i ve f acti on, 
who used radical activities to gain curtailment of reforms that had been 
granted. This reaction further alienated the Government from progressive 
elements.18 
After Karpovich, other writers of the moderate Reformer-by-Necessity 
school had little to add either to basic fact or interpretation. They 
continued to analyze the reforms, especially the Zemstvo act and Alexan-
der's unwillingness to grant a national assembly based on the Zemstvos. 
Hugh Seton-Watson, in his objective study of the period, declares 
that Alexander's refusal to grant a national representative body and his 
actions against those proposing an assembly "mark a turning point in 
Russian history. This was the moment, if ever there was one, when the 
foundations of a Russian parliamentary democracy might have been laid. 1119 
Seton-Watson offers a suggestion of what the Tsar should have done. A 
debating congress could have been established, elected by limited fran-
chise. While representation was gradually increased, the public would 
have had an outlet for its views and an arena for political experience.20 
"By 1900 Russia might have reached a stage where a bolder advance towards 
democracy could have been achieved by peaceful means. 11 21 But the "dogma 
of autocracy" and bureaucratic tradition prevented such action. The 
18Ibid., pp. 48-51 
19Hugh Seton-Watson,~ Decline of Imperial Russia, 1855-1914 
(London, 1952), p. 48. The British author apparently bases his work on 
secondary studies, mostly English-Language. 
20rbid., pp. 48-49. 
21Ibid. , p. 49. 
decisive influence was the reactionary f acti on, who used the radi cal 
activities "to persuade Alexander that further progress would bring 
Russia to the brink of revolution1122 
This same approach from hindsight is followed by John Lawrence in 
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his History~ Russia. In a ten-page sk~tch .of 'the reform period. this 
writer fails to reveal any specific activities of the Tsar. But he 
does not hesitate to pronounce the judgement that: "If the supreme ruler 
had used his power unswervingly to press reforms for twenty years with-
out haste or rest, the lasting foundation of a modern state could have 
been laid. 1123 
Another of Lawrence's conclusions should be noted, since it has not 
been emphasized by many scholars preceding him. The author sympathizes 
with Alexander in his dimemma over the handling of political cases by 
the new juries. "The decisions of Russian juries were often oapr.icious 
and in political cases every trial became a public debate on the politi-
cal motives of the accused and on social justice in general. So it is 
hardly surprising that political trials were soon withdrawn from the 
ordinary courts. 1124 
Another scholar differs with Lawrence on the attitude toward the 
Government's withdrawal of political cases from the courts, and provides 
other examples of the indecision over the general meaning of Alexander's 
22Ibid. 
23John Lawrence,! History~ Russia (2d rev. ed., New York, 1960), 
p. 212. The first ed. was published in 1957. Lawrence, an Englishman, 
provides a very limited English-language bibliography; additional secon-
dary sources are noted in the text. Primarily, the author draws on one 
French study in the section on the reforms. 
24Ibid., p. 208. 
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reforms . Sidney Harcave, in Russia: !:_ His t orz , deplores the Tsar's 
interference in the new legal system, inter preting such action as another 
example of the reluctance to modify the autocratic and bur eaucrat i c 
structure. 25 The reforms simply were meant "to bring Russia into closer 
alignment with the monarchies of Central Europe. 1126 That, Harcave main-
tains, would have meant a free-labor system, continued dominance by the 
nobility, and only meager reforms to readjust society to emancipation. 
And it would not have necessitated any limitation of the autocratic 
power. 27 I f , however, the state had given up its autocratic and bureau-
cratic position, Harcave declares, "Russia would have followed the paths 
of European political development. 1128 
Perhaps the best summary of the moderate interpretation of the Re-
former-by-Necessity school appears in the last work produced by one of 
its members. Nicholas Riasanovsky's History~ Russia displays a char-
acteristic balance. Alexander II, the work records, ."showed no ·lineral 
inclinations prior to becoming emperor. Indeed he retained an essen-
tially conservative mentality and attitude throughout his life. 1129 
Nor was Alexander a strong or talented man; he simply was "forced by the 
25 · Sidney Harcave, Russia: A History (2d rev. ed., New York, 1953), 
pp . 266-267. Harcave, an American historian, provides an extensive 
English-language bibliography, comprising memoirs and general studies; 
but materials relating to the reform period are rather limited. 
26Ibid., p. 246. 
27 Ibid. 
28Ibid., p. 261. 
29Nicholas v. Riasanovsky, A History of Russia (New York, 1963), p . 
409. The study is based, accordTng to the"1i"ibliography, on secondary 
and primary sources, all major languages. Riasanovsky was at the Univ. 
of Calif., Berkeley, when the History was published. 
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logic of the situation" to undertake and carry through fundamental r e-
forms "unparalleled in scope in Russian history since Peter the Great. 11 30 
The Tsar's refusal to grant a constitution tends to show that the reforms 
"owed little to any far-reaching liberalism or vision on the part of 
Alexander II and his immediate associates. 11 31 
Riasanovsky's study provides the usual detail about emancipation, 
while the period after 1861 is comparatively void of specific detail. 
Emancipation, the author holds, resulted largely from efforts of the 
"liberals"--the Grand Duchess Helen, the Grand Duke Constantine, Nicholas 
Miliutin and George Samarin. "More important, Alexander II himself re- · 
peatedly sided with them. 1132 In the second half of the reign, the 
"Government" tried to limit the effectiveness of the reforms. Riasanov-
sky acknowledges the difficulty of analyzing "the rationale of reaction," 
but judges that the granting of a "constitutional monarchy and certain 
other concessions" possibly would have "satisfied most of the demand and 
provided stability for the empire. 11 33 
While Riasanovsky and other moderates were attempting to resolve 
conflicting data, some of the Reformer-by-Necessity adherents seem to 
have been engaged in a one~sided campaign against the Tsar-Liberator. 
Their basic facts remained essentially the same as those presented by 
other researchers. But interpretations of the data, and in some cases 
the uniform selection of data, allow a distinction between the critical 
JOibid. 
31Ibid., p. 420. 
32Ihid., p. 412. 
33Ibid., p. 420. 
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group and the moderates. 
There are, of course, some critical studies that deviate only 
slightly from the moderate position. Jesse Clarkson ' s History 2!_Russia, 
for example, follows the ·usual interpretation of Alexanderts reform. char-
acter.34 Clarkson's over-all attitude toward the reforms is rather bal-
anced; even Dmitry Tolstoy receives the author's understanding. The con-
servative Minister of Public Instruction simply believed that the func-
tion of education was to impart exact information and to discipline the 
mind. Clarkson also notes that Tolstoy failed to sway Alexander in the 
direction of sweeping educational reaction. 35 
Yet, despite the balance of his work, Clarkson commits himself to 
some rather harsh conclusions. He holds, for example, that in effecting 
emancipation Alexander took every precaution to protect the economic 
interests of the nobility, and thus the Act of 1861 gave the peasant no 
b fl f h . 't' 36 cause to e grate u or is new posi ion. And "any bits of liberal-
ism that had more or less accidently been embedded in the 'Great Re-
forms'" were whittled away afterward. 37 
34Jesse D. Clarkson, A History of Russia (New York, 1961), pp. 271, 
293ff. Clarkson, an American, provides a selective bibliography, all 
major languages and mostly secondary studies. The point made above 
about the broad range of works concerning Alexander's character should 
be emphasized again, Often the interpretations differ only slightly; 
yet the over-all tone of a study qualifies it for a particular school, 
or division of a school. Thi~ is the obvious weakness of the broad 
"school-of-interp.retation" approach. but the method is still the most 
practicable for a study of this type. For the best example of the dif-
ficulty of classifying a work, see B. H. Sumner,!_ Short History 2!_ 
Russia (New York, 1949). The disconcerted topical treatment and lack 
of definite conclusions present a problem. 
35Ibid .• , p. 307. 
36Ibid., pp . 293-302. 
37Ibid., p. 330. 
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Again, in discussing "Russification and the Jews, " Clarkson out.-
lines the numerous measures enacted under Alexander to allow Jews more-
extensive civil liberties. But these acts, he maintains, were only a 
scheme to Russify the Jewish element. "Early in his reign, Alexander II 
had announced (March 31, 1856) his intention 'to review all existing de-
crees on the Jews in order to make them agree with the general aims of 
fusing this people with the native inhabitants as far as the moral con-
dition of the Jews may permit. 11138 The principal method of Russifica-
tion, according to Clarkson, was to lure the educated and prosperous 
element in Russian Jewry away from the ,Jewish masses and make it an ally 
in the silent war against Jewish orthodoxy. 39 
Slightly more adamant than Clarkson's work--and less detailed--are 
the studies by Joshua Kunitz and Melvin Wren. Kunitz devotes some 
thirty pages to the reform period, and while providing few details about 
Alexander, offers several conclusions. Alexander is identified as an 
"uncompromising reactionary" before succeeding to the throne, and as an 
"intelligent conservative" afterward. 40 The reforms themselves, Kunitz 
declares, were "important, but inadequate" and were "characterized by 
timidity and half-heartedness. What the monarchy gave with one hand, it 
tried to take away with the other. 1141 Probably the most significant 
contribution of Kunitz' work is a quotation from a liberal's letter to 
38Ibid., p. 331. 
39Ibid. 
40Joshua Kunitz, Russia: The Giant That Came Last (New York, 1947), 
- -~----- . Po 198. Though his work includes no formal bibliography, this American 
writer's popularly oriented account is, he states, based largely on Rus-
sian sources (Ibid . , p. ix). 
41Ibid., p. 218. 
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Alexander Herzen concerning the arrest of r evolutionaries in 1862: "The 
arrests do not surprise me, and, I conf ess, they do not arouse my indig-
nation. This is war. The stronger wi ns •• . . I wish you were the 
government. I should like to see how you would act. 1142 
Melvin Wren's conclusions echo those of Kunitz. "By nature at 
least as conservative as his father, Alexander II granted the reforms 
because he saw them as necessary to the continuation of the monarchy. 
But what the Tsar gave with one hand he took away with the other. 1143 
Wren adds that "by temperament as well as by training the new Tsar 
seemed disposed to resist reform. • • • . Inclined .1to take -.the -easy way, 
he as not a leader. 1144 The author displays the same critical attitude 
toward the limitations of the reforms. 45 
While critical of Alexander, Kunitz and Wren lack the sense of 
authority of another scholar of similar conviction, Anatole G. Mazour . 
In Russia:~~ Present Mazour repeats the declaration that Alexan-
der was by nature neither a liberal nor a reformer, and as heir-apparent 
had been "ultraconservative, blocking any measure that tended to curb 
the rights of the gentry or define the obligation of the serfs toward 
their landlords. He supported rigid censorship and was an avowed 
42Ibid., p . 212. 
43Melvin C. Wren, The Course of Russian History (2d ed., New York, 
1963), p . 406 . Wren, oI"M"ontana State, bases his work on Eng.-language 
materials. 
44 Ibid. 
45Ibid., pp. 406ff, 418ff, 427ff. 
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believer in autocracy •• 1146 After the Cr imean .War , _Alexander "was 
on the horns of a dilemma, and his common sense chos e reform , 1147 Al -
though radical activities provoked reaction, the Government still "had 
to accept reforms forced upon it by ••• the Emancipation of the serfs 
in 1861. 1148 With these broad conclusions, Mazour presents the usual 
sketch of Alexander during emancipation proceedings--that of a resolute, 
moderating leader. 
Mazour's Rise and Fall of the Romanovs offers a fourteen-page 
-------
analysis of Alexander and the reforms. The examination is packed with 
data to support a negative evaluation of the third-to-the-last Romanov, 
The author now maintains that Alexander's actions "were motivated more 
by a desperate effort to forestall radical alterations than by a sense 
of historical necessity. 1149 Alexander, Mazour holds, had been trained 
to preserve absolutism, and this implied preservation of the gentry's 
position and thus the maintenance of serfdom. 50 In a sketch of the 
heir's training period, the author carefully selects only those illus-
trations which bear out his interpretation. In an outline of the re-
forms, he avoids discussion of Alexander's role. Nothing is said of the 
46Anatole G, Mazour, Russia: Past and Present (New York, 1951), p. 
105 , Mazour, at Stanford Univ. wherithe"'work was published, later re-
vised his study and republished it as Russia: Tsarist and Communist (New 
York, 1962). The author offers a good English-language bibliography. 
Further comment about the author will be included later in this chapter . 
47Ibid, 
48Ibid,, p. 107, 
49Anatole G. Mazour, ~ ~ ~ ~ !.!!=. Romanovs (New York, 1960), 
p, 101, 
SOibid. 
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years of committee deliberations that finally led to t he ·Act ' of .1861.Sl 
Of the reaction after 1866• Mazour declares it was so severe that "pro-
gressive members of the cabinet handed in their resignations, " leavi ng 
the conservatives a free hand to try to "turn back the clock of history, 
with violent repercussions. The revolutionary movement was fast coming 
of age. 11 52 
Mazour might appear to be the major representative of the Reformer-
by-Necessity school's critical branch. But this position must be assigned 
to Michael Florinsky. who, like Mazour, emerged from the chaos of the 
Revolution to exert an influence on Russian scholarship in Britain and 
America. Florinsky is significant not only because of his remarkable 
productivity, but also because of his personal involvement in the de-
velopment of Russian studies. 
As a scholar-refugee from the Civil War in Russia, Florinsky began 
working with Paul Vinogradov in England in 1920, and remained in that 
position until 1925. 53 During this time Vinogradov became editor of the 
Russian series of Yale University's "Economic and Social History of the 
World War." After Vinogradov's death, Florinsky moved to the United 
States in 1925 to continue working with the project. In 1931 his End 
~~Russian Empire was published as a part of the series. 
Florinsky's first work includes only a general reference to 
51Ibid., pp. 103-104. 
52Ibid., p. 109. 
53Paul Vinogradov, an eminent Russian jurist and historian, placed 
himself in self-exile during the Old Regime. Florinsky apparently 
served as his research assistant, primarily. See the author's Preface, 
Michael T. Florinsky, ~~~~Russian Empire ("Economic and Social 
History of the World War," ed. James T. Shotwell; New Haven, Conn., 1931). 
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Alexander, but it sets the tone for his subsequent publications . I t is 
said, he notes, that after the deat h of Nichola s I the sovereign "was 
gradually reduced to the position of a mere cog in the complex machi nery 
of State. He became the chief of the State employees, the head of a huge 
bureaucratic machine which produced the measures to which he affixed 
his signature. 1154 Florinsky agrees with the idea, although he points 
out that the Tsar still retained the power to dismiss Ministers and to 
disallow the objectives of his advisors. The exercise of such power, 
however, was "extremely infrequent under. Alexander II" and his succes-
sors.55 
Florinsky acknowledges that his work is "anything but flattering" 
toward the Imperial Government. "We believe," he continues, apparently 
speaking for the ~migr~ colony, "that the breakdown of Imperial Russia 
was the inevitable result of its own internal · weakness; but this does 
not necessarily mean that the Government ••• intentionally barred the 
advance of the country along the path of progress. 1156 
To Florinsky, the Old Regime's weakness, and its fatal mistake, was 
the transfer of power to the bureaucracy and not to the people. This 
point is emphasized in his second major work, published in 1939. Toward 
~ Understanding 2£. !!!.=. U.S. S .R. provides a background sketch of the de-
velopment of the Russian administrative system, which refers only 
briefly to Alexander and the reforms. While drawing no conclusions 
about Alexander's character, the author stresses the Tsar's unwillingness 
54Ibid., p. 6 . 
55Ibid . 
56rbid., p. 2. 
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to grant an elective representative assembly and thus voluntarily l imit 
the autocratic power.57 
After Florinsky published his next book,. Russia: ~History~ 
Interpretation, the question of his attitude toward the Old Regime and 
Alexander II was determined--vividly. 58 Concerning Alexander's reign, 
the history is easily the most detailed ever produced by a British or 
American scholar. It has been quoted extensively since its publication 
in 1947 . I n the introduction to his chapter on Alexander and the re-
forms 9 Fl orinsky commits himself to a three-page, precise interpretation 
of the Tsar ' s character.59 Then he pursues his thesis through another 
two hundred pages . 
Alexander, the author declares, was "singularly ill qualified by 
education, convictions, and temperament for the part of reformer he was 
fated to play. 11 60 In supporting this statement the study traces, very 
briefly, the training period of the young heir . Illustrations are se~ 
lected to support an extremely one-sided viewpoint. "The nebulous, 
57Michael T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the u.s.s.R .: 
a Study in Government, Politics and Economic Plann1ng-Z-New"'°York, 1939), 
pp. 9-10-:-29. Flor1nsky's publication of 1939 drew both praise and 
criticism from the reviewers. One notes that on the surface the work 
appears to be an example of objective scholarship; but with careful 
reading "it soon becomes evident that Dr. Florinsky is out to damn the 
whole Communist system •••• What promised to be a very useful work 
thus turns out in the end to be only 'another book on Russia' in the con-
class" (The Book Review Digest, 1939, ed. Mertice M. James and Dorothy 
Brown /NewYork, 1940/, p. 332). Another reviewer deems the work "judi~ 
cial in manner," but''hostile in spirit" (Ibid.). This tone becomes more 
evident in the work discussed below. 
58Michael T. Florinsky, Russia: A History~ Interpretation (2 
vols.; 2d ed ., New York, 1953). 
59Ibid., pp. 880ff. 
60Ibid ., p . 880. 
sentimental humanitarianism of Zhukovsky, 11 for example, "left little 
imprint on his pupil's character, except perhaps in fostering public 
display of his emotions, accompanied at times by copious tears. 11 61 
While such tenderhearted feelings "greatly impressed his official bio-
52 
graphers, they did not prevent the Tsar from maintaining a police regime 
of extreme severity and from sending thousands of people into exile 
without even the formality of a triai. 1162 
Florinsky maintains that the Tsar rarely displayed personal leader-
ship==his initiative in the emancipation process was an almost singular 
instance. Alexander "exercised his influence over the destinies of 
Russia chiefly through the selection of his advisers; the uncertainty 
as to his personal views is made all the greater by his practice of main-
taining in responsible offices, simultaneously and for years, men whose 
opinions and policies were irreconcilably opposed •••• 1!63 Fl'ori>tis·ky 
' holds that although Alexander's political philosophy "eludes precise 
definition," considerable evidence indica-tes he was an admirer of 
Nicholas' system. This attachment, according to 'Florinsky, explains:the 
liberal and reactionary fluctuations of the reform period. 64 
In outlini~g the process of emancipation, the author includes no 
actions of the Government which would tend to draw sympathy from his 
readers. The personal acts of Alexander are overlooked except for 
6lrbid. 
62rbid. Florinsky's concept of Alexander as an unfeeling,vindic ... 
tive despot receives,almost no support from the general scholarship, 
either the reformer-by-nature or reformer-by necessity school, as indi-
cated throughout this study. · 
63Ibid. 
64Ibid 0 , pp. 880, l064ff. 
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negative illustrations--the Tsar gave the State Council "a mere fort-
night" for its final deliberations over the emancipation plan and 9 fur·.,. 
thermore, in 1860 violated his promise to allow representatives of pro= 
vincial committees "to take an active part in framing the statutes. 1165 
The Tsarvs conservatism also prevailed when the new Zemstvos were 
established, according to Florinsky. The "ruling bureaucracy" regarded 
the new assemblies w:Lth host.i,Lity.~ .denied therrpadeqliatELfunds. '.and, assured 
that they would be dominated by the nobility and Government officials.66 
The result of such conservative reaction, Florinsky concludes, was 
"disappointment and decline of interest in zemstvo institutions 9 as 
evidenced by the extraordinarily low percentage of voters who partici-
pated in the elections and the mass absenteeism of members of zemstvo 
assemblies. 1167 
Judicial reform, the author states, was thorough and sound, but its 
implementation immediately was restricted by the Government, whose ex-
cuse was a lack of funds and a shortage of trained jurists. Florinsky 
feels the Government hesitated primarily because the juridical operations 
embodied in the new law "were in conflict with Russia's medieval social 
structure and traditional administrative practice.1168 Yet, in spite of 
restrictions, "the post-reform courts were immeasurably superior to 
their predecessors. 1169 In a summary of the legal reform, Florinsky 
65Ibi'd., p. 888. . . Also see.pp. 92lff. 
66rbia., pp. 898-899. 
67 Ibid. 1 p. 900. 
68 Ibid., p. 904. 
69rbid., P• 906, 
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fails to reveal any activities by Alexander. But consistent with his 
basic premise, he outlines the 11vicious subterfuge" employed by the 
Minister of Justice in the late 1860 1s. 70 Ministers and advisors--thes® 
were, to Florinsky, the real actors. 
And yet, the author effects the same contradiction, or uncertainty, 
of most writers, by noting that Dmitry Miliutin was able to carry out 
military reform because he "had the tsar 1 s confidence. 1171 Again, he 
states that the reactionary Minister of Public Instruction, E. V. Putia= 
tin, failed to gain the Tsar's approval of harsh university restrictions 
in 18610 Alexander, in fact, quickly replaced Putiatin with the liberal 
A. v. Golovnin.72 The actors, as Florinsky admitted in his first work, 
were still subject to the will of the Tsar. 
It is on Dmitry Tolstoy that the author trains all his anti-auto-
cratic artillery. Tolstoy's educational policy receives attention in 
seventeen pages of a twenty-page review of educational policy during the 
period. In the treatment of the "sinister" Tolstoy's reforms, Florinsky 
again notes that Alexander, in supporting Tolstoy, opposed the majority 
of the State Council.73 
Florinsky's unsolvable and frustrating dilemma is apparent in his 
work, despite its lengthy conclusions and massive supporting data on the 
defects of the reforms and its lengthy conclusions and very limited sub-
stantiating data on the defects of the Reformer. Even with a careful 
70Ibid., P• 905. 
71Ibid., p. 907. 
72rbid., pp. 1030-1032. 
73!1,id.' pp. 1035ff. 
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selection of data the conflicting ingredients remain. !'lorinsky can 
declare that the reforms were only 11 half-hearted concess1or.lls on the part 
of those who (wtth some exceptions) hated to see the disappearance of 
the old order and tried to save as much of it as circumstances would 
-
allow. 1174 But he has not shown, in all the detail of his two-hundred 
page study, the character of Alexander II--his personal attitude toward 
progressive reform in Russia from 1855 to 1874.75 
Alexander, Reformer by Nature 
Florinsky's difficulty in harmonizing his data was apparently no 
greater than that of the scholars who looked more favorably upon Alexan-
der's character. This small group, however, offers two solutions to the 
problem. The first writer, George Vernadsky, vaguely implies that Alex-
ander's disposition inclined toward the progressive side, and then out= 
lines the reforms in a noncontroversial manner. The second scholar, 
Warren B. Walsh, commits himself more clearly to the Reformer-by-Nature 
viewpoint, and then enters into a highly interpretive summary of the 
reform-reaction pattern, explaining it in the context of the time through 
broad generalization. 
George Vernadsky's History~ Russia reflects an almost neutral 
attitude, remaining consistent with his intention to be "completely 
impartial in ••• treatment of current political events as well as 
74Ibid., p. 881. 
75More comment about Florinsky will be provided in the conclusion 
to this chapter. 
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events of the more distant past. 11 76 His brief, six-page summary of the 
reforms offers neither background on Alexander nor detail"concernin.g the 
Tsar's role in promoting reforms. Vernadsky concludes that after the 
Crimean War, unrestrained public opinion demanded reform, and found a 
receptive Tsar on the throne. Alexander still held Nicholas' "ideals of 
enlightened absolutism," but "was by nature different from his fathero' 177 
Having been educated "in a more humane spirit,'' the new Monarch had a 
"much gentler and more tolerant disposition than Nicholas. 1178 
Alexander's character is not reflected in Vernadsky's superficial 
examination of the reforms. He notes that the emancipation measure was 
"tragically inadequate"; its failure to establish the peasant as an in-
dependent landowner created the "embryonic ideas of the subsequent revo-
lution.1179 The revolutionary movement itself receives a three-page 
treatment, in which Vernadsky depicts the radicals as abstractly orient= 
ed youth who were too unreasonable in their demands. 80 
Vernadsky's evaluation of the reforms, excepting emancipation, is 
positive; yet the study as a whole is too bland, lacking in tenor. This 
characteristic, however, certainly does not apply to the work of the 
sympathetic school's major spokesman, Warren Bartlett Walsh. In Russia 
~ ~ Soviet Union, this scholar provides the most analytical treatment 
76George Vernadsky, ! History£!. Russia (Rev. ed., New Haven, Conn., 
1939), p. xiii. This edition's treatment of the reforms does not differ 
from that of the edition of 1929. At the time, Vernadsky was at Yale. 
His other works include no information on Alexander's character. 
77rbid., p. 151. 
78 Ibid. 
79Ibid., p. 154. 
BOibid., pp. 163-166. 
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of the reform-reaction trend available in any basic history, if not in 
any work. The approach is similar to Karpovich 1s, discussed previously . 
Walsh includes no new data about the Tsar-Liberator, and actually 
incorporates less basic fact into his study than most other authors have. 
"I am presenting here," he states in his Preface, "what seems to me to 
be sound and worthy, knowing all the while that another might have 
chosen differently. 1181 Walsh's interpretation represents, to say the 
least, a differing choice. He holds that most of the conservative as-
pects of the reforms were natural results of a practicable compromise 
between ideals and the realities of Russia's social structure at the 
time. 
The nobility, Walsh points out, had always served in some form of 
administrative capacity within the national framework, Conversely, the 
lower classes were almost lacking in any such experience. This, he be-
lieves, would tend to explain the limited extent of some reforms. The 
lack of local initiative, based on inexperience, perhaps helped c,urtai l 
the implementation of reform. 82 
Walsh, in stressing the clash between idealism and socio-political 
realities, notes the basic responsibility of radical factions in d i s-
rupting progressive reform. When Alexander's measures "did not prove 
81warren Bartlett Walsh, Russia and the Soviet Union ("The Univer-
sity of Michigan History of the Modern World," ed. Allen Nevins and 
Howard M. Ehrmann; Ann Arbor, 1958), p. ix. The listing of Walsh and 
Vernadsky as representatives of the sympathetic school does not imply 
that there are no other histories that indicate ,a Reformer~by-Nature in-
ter pretation; a few of the popularly. oriented primers do seem to accept 
the idea, but even these are too vague for a , conclusion. See, for 
example, Ivar Spector, An Introduction to Russian History and Culture . 
(New York, 1949). 
82Ibid., pp. 254ff. 
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panaceas, when he did not go as far or as fast as the liberals and radi= 
cals wanted, the enthusiasm with which they had hailed the reforms cur= 
dledo Here is another example of De Toqueville 1 s famous axiom that the 
most dangerous moment for a bad government is when it begins to reform. 1183 
Since reform is an open admission of defects, a cycle is set in motion, 
explains Walsh. People's hopes intensify. "Then, when the reforms do 
not cure all evil, hope is followed by frustration, anger, and impa-
tienceo This was certainly true in Alexander's day. 1184 
Toward the Reformer, Walsh is consistently sympathetic. He notes 
the humanitarian influence of the heir's tutors. He also observes that 
in 1847 Alexander, having investigated the conditions of the serf, "for-
mally petitioned his father to liberate the serfs. 1185 As Tsar, the 
author continues, Alexander usually displayed dependence on his family 
and advisors. Though friendly and good-natured, he could be determined 
d hl h db • • 86 an even rut ess wen arouse y anger or conviction. 
"Alexander II," Walsh concludes, "was a believer in freedom and 
equality under law"; he demonstrated this belief by his reforms, by res-
toration of home rule to Finland, and.,by his. actions toward .. tne ,.Jews. 87 
In carrying through the reforms, clearly necessitated by the times, the 
Tsar "was bucking not only conservatism, on the one side, but also 
83 Ibid., p. 247. Also see pp. 260-261. 
84 Ibid., p. 247. 
85Ibid., p. 245. 
86rbia., p. 246. 
87Ibid. 
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irresponsible and often totally unrealistic demands on the other side . 11 88 
Walsh's study, like Karpovich's, makes an attempt to avoid the pit-
falls of writing history in the broad perspective. Textbooks tend t o 
link together the various components of a particular nation's develop-
ment, and in the process "basic trends" and "major events" attract the 
scholarly eye. This is only natural; but the process too often molds 
lesser trends or minor events to fit the greater developments. And the 
more ambiguous a smaller component is, the more it is subject to adapta-
tion t o the predominant currents. This holds certain dangers for the 
historian working in the twentieth century, an era charged with passion 
for political and social liberality. The textbooks stretch back from 
the current period, fitting in the pieces to the socio-political history 
of "advancing civilization." In the broad perspective, any unit of 
history should be examined with extreme caution. 
Some writers, examining Alexander and his reform effort, apparently 
focus attention on the revolutionary trend and uncritically adapt the 
Tsar to that stream of thought. They have the Reformer acting on the 
stage of March, 1917, rather than that of the Period of the Great Re-
forms. Alexander is placed on the defensive, perpetually "defending the 
Old Regime" against an inexorable forward movement. Rarely does he 
appear as an actor, a reformer. The method is not difficult to employ 
in Alexander's case, since the general lack of factual detail leaves him 
as pliable as putty, but sticky as molasses in the hands of the textbook 
writer. 
This perplexing nature of the Tsar-Liberator is more evident in 
88Ibid. 
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studies by some scholars of Russian origin. A few like Mazour and 
Florinsky have been unable to act dispassionately in reconstructing 
Russian history of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Their 
eyes and their hearts focus on the revoluti9nary movement, the final 
triumph over the Old Regime in March, 1917 and the Bolshevik reversal 
h I • I later that year. Te em1gre lived for the first Revolution of 1917, and 
he lived through the second. This is both his value to Russian studies 
and his danger to Russian studies. 
Various questions arise about the role of the Russian-born scholar, 
but it is not the intent of this thesis to undertake biographical pur-
suits. As a suggestion for further study, however, it suffices to point 
out that Karpovich, like Mazour and Florinsky, was born in Russia, and 
began publishing in America, along with his colleagues of Russian origin, 
in the 1930 1 s. Yet Karpovich's attitude differs noticeably. The same 
point applies to Vernadsky, of course. 
Perhaps the difference in attitude arises principally from each 
writer's concept of historical change, rather than from a vague emotion-
al response to personal experience. Though the two must, of course, be 
closely entangled, the distinction may be reflected in the authors' 
studies. Karpovich and Vernadsky evidently are disposed to examine the 
period of reform in its proper context and to accept the gradualism and 
rigors that characterize fundamental, stable progress. Mazour and Flor-
insky, on the other hand, display the characteristic impatience of the 
revolutionary himself. It probably was no accident that Mazour chose 
for the title of his first study in 1937 The First Russian Revolution, 
1825: The Decembrist Movement. The Introduction by Robert J. Kerner, 
then at the University of California, Berkeley, reflects Mazour's own 
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mood: "It is therefore in the Decembrists--men for the most part of 
high and noble rank--that we see the beginning of a long and ever in-
creasingly ominous struggle. It was a struggle between medieval autoc-
racy and modern liberalism, lasting for nearly a century and ending 
finally in the total collapse of the autocracy and in the disappearance 
of an antiquated, medieval structure of society. 1189 
Another quotation, on the frontispiece of Mazour's first work, 
should not be overlooked. It was taken from a study by another Russian-
born scholar: "'If I have spoken ill of Russia, it arises solely from 
the affection which I bear her.' 1190 
89Anatole G. Mazour, The First Russian Revolution, 1825: The Decem-
brist Movement, .!!:!. Origin's;-Development, ~ Significance'TBerkeley, 
1937), p. xvi. 
90Ibid., frontispiece. 
CHAPTER III 
AFTER THE REVOLUTION: NARROWING THE SCOPE 
The predominant tendency to construct Russian history around the 
girder of the revolutionary movement is reflected not only in the gen-
eral histories, but also in the more-specialized studies relating to the 
reform period, The authors' choices of subject matter illustrate the 
point. Over-all, most attention has been given to the radical-revolu-
tionary movement. Next in order is the "intelligensia", comprising the 
progressive, educated segments of society--liberals and most of the 
radical leaders. Third in importance are the conservative elements, 
founded largely on Slavophilism. These are usually examined as antag-
onists of ,the progressive.:mo~ement.' .At thebottom--of the list.of most= 
desirable subjects lie the peasantry, Alexander, educational development, 
the Polish Rebellion of 1863 and various specific measures enacted dur= 
ing the period of reforms. Except for a few works, the full range of 
specialized studies offers no additional significant facts about Alexan-
der's character. 
One basic pattern emerges from this body of scholarship. As the 
scope of the subject matter narrows, the writers become more understand-
ing toward Alexander. This is evident even in those works concentrating 
on the radical movement. 
62 
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Alexander, Reformer by Necessity 
Of the numerous studies of the radical-revolutionary development 
during Alexander's reign, only three include clear interpretations of 
the Tsar. The works of Leopold Haimson, David Footman and Avraham 
Yarmolinsky refer only briefly to Alexander's character and activities, 
and can be examined as a compact unit. Haimson's Russian Marxists and 
!h.:.. Origins ~ Bolshevism records that "the inauguration of Nicholas' 
successor, Alexander II, was not greeted with any great enthusiasm by 
the 'enlightened' members of society. During his father's reign, Alex-
antler had been a wholehearted supporter of reaction; for that matter he 
would remain a conservative during the rest of his life. 111 Haimson in-
terprets Alexander as a conservative Tsar whose intelligence and forti-
tude enabled him to push through the reforms to "save the state edi-
fice. 112 
The author provides no detail about Alexander. His bibliography, 
an excellent basis for study of the revolutionary movement, reveals no 
sources that could lead to a substantial conclusion about the Reformer . 
Haimson, like too many writers, is willing to accept a particular inter-
pretation of Alexander II and proceed from that point. It would appear 
that this provides a rather unstable foundation for study of the revolu-
tionary movement, which had its principal roots in the reform-react ion 
cycle of the 1860 1 s and early 1870 1 s. 
David Footman is less exact than Haimson in articulating Alexander's 
1Leopold H. Haimson, The Russian Marxists ~.!E!. Origins of 
Bolshevism (Cambridge, Mass":'71955), p. 8. 
2rbid. 
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character, but his work provides a much better insight into the reform-
reaction continuum, mostly that of the latter part of the Tsar's reigno 
Red Prelude reveals a self-conscious Monarch who tended to take any 
criticism of reform measures as a personal insult. Footman believes 
that the "emotional factor'' is basic to understanding "the imperial 
Hamlet who was called to put right the state of Russia. 113 To illustrate 
his point, the author cites biographies by French and Russian scholarso 
After noting Alexander's romantic life and domestic problems, he accents 
an increasing moodiness, depression, lack of resolution, "violent parox-
ysms of weeping," asthma and even rheumatism. 4 Footman does not specify 
at what point these maladies began to affect the Tsar, but his continu-
ing analysis seems to indicate the early 1860 1 s. 
Footman leaves a vivid impression of a well-intentioned but dis-
oriented Emperor responding to the demands of the time. Alexander is 
depicted as a man haunted by the spectre of revolution, isolated from 
the public by the vested interests of the bureaucracy, and lacking "an 
upper and middle class with administrative gifts and a sense of practi-
calities who could be trusted to manage an empire for their own ends and 
keep fanatics and the lower class in check. 115 Alexander was, Footman 
concludes, an autocrat with the moral conviction that "an attack against 
the autocrat was blasphemy. 116 This conception of political crime 
3David Footman, Red Prelude: the Life of the Russian Terrorist 
Zhelyabov (New Haven,1945), pp. 14::Is.- - -
4rbido, pp. 15-16. 
5Ibid., p. 16. 
6Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
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inevitably turned the ruler into a policeman. 7 
Avrahm Yarmolinsky's ~~Revolution: 2,. £entury ~ ~ssian Radi-
calism offers far less analysis of Alexander's character than Footman's 
work; but it is more candid. Alexander "was not a reformer either by 
temperament or conviction, but he was statesman enough to perceive that 
the Empire could not muddle along in the old way. 118 The author fails to 
illustrate this conclusion. 
Yarmolinsky's study is, however, well-balanced, lacking any ,sign of 
bias as it traces the evolution of radical-conservative antagonism. He 
points out, for example, that peasant riots during the Crimean War oc-
curred primarily in response to rumors that emancipation had been grant-
ed by the Tsar, but was being obscured by Government officials . 9 Again, 
he notes that Government reaction was "on the rise" by the end of 1861, 
but that radical publications spurred such activity.10 
The author distinguishes between the radical political movement and 
the university disturbances created by non-political, youthful zeal. To 
underscore the limited extent of the university student movement, he ob-
serves that as late as 1880 there were still only some 8,000 youth in 
all the universities of the Empire.11 Still, he points out that in the 
7Ibid. 
8Avraham Yarmolinsky, ~~~Revolution:~ Century of Russian 
Radicalism (London, 1957), p. 88. The author was in America most of the 
time preceding this publication, and should be classified as a Russian-
American scholar, one whose influence has been felt little as yet. 
9Ibid. 
lOibid., p. 110. 
11rbid., p. 105. 
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spring of 1861 the universities were embroiled in such turmoil that 
Alexander considered closing them. Yet the Tsar only sanctioned a new 
statute cutting Government scholarships and banning student meetings.12 
Yarmolinsky also notes that Alexander opened the universities to the 
~rews. 13 
The author includes in his study one illustration of Alexander's 
attitude that does not seem to appear in any other work. Though it pro= 
vides no enormous insight, the incident supports previous comments about 
Alexander's lack of hostility toward his political enemies. After Kara-
kazov's attempt on the Tsar's life in 1866, the youth petitioned for 
mercy. "The Tsar's indirect response," Yarmolinsky states, "was that 
personally he had long since forgiven the man in his heart, but as a 
sovereign he did not believe he had the right to pardon such a crimi~ 
na1.1114 
Many of the conclusions found in the studies by Haimson, Footman 
and Yarmolinsky are repeated in the major work on the peasant question, 
Jerome Blum's Land and Peasant in Russia from the Ninth to the Nine= 
teenth Century. The title is misleading since the~study terminates with 
emancipation in 1861. In his limited examination of Alexander's atti= 
tudes, Blum at first cites favorable and unfavorable data. But he soon 
abandons this approach and begins adopting the conclusions and limited 
supporting data offered by one anti-autocratic source, Kornilov's 
12Ibid., p. 104. 
13Ibid., p. 248. 
14rbid., p. 141. 
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history. 15 
Blum cites Kornilov to the effect that Alexander , as heir, had de-
fended the rights of the serf-owners. But he also notes that reports 
of the Prussian Ambassador to St. Petersburg indicated in 1845 that the 
heir was convinced "reforms were necessary and inevitable. 1116 Then, 
continuing to cite Kornilov, the author notes that on Alexander's acces-
sion, those close to him looked forward to an "'era of the gentry,'" 
while "abolitionists despaired of progress. 1117 One of the new Monarch's 
first acts was to dismiss the Minister of Interior who had proposed in-
ventories for the Western provinces. Alexander considered the idea un-
fair to serf-owners.18 Blum cites negative comment from other secondary 
studies to conclude: 
In person the new sovereign was nervous, indecisive, and 
given to spells of depression and violent fits of weeping . 
In a conversation in September, 1856 a member of his Senate 
described him to the Prussian ambassador as lacking in all 
initiative. Yet this conservative, unsure man initiated and 
carried through a revolutionary change, because the short-
comings revealed by the Crimean War convinced him that this 
was the only way to Iuarantee the internal order and external 
power of his empire. 9 
15Jerome Blum, Land and Peasant in Russia from the Ninth to the 
Nineteenth Centur~ (Princeton, 1961).---Blum apparently draws mo'st'c;f 
his ideas concerning Alexander from Kornilov's heavily biased work 
(Alexander Kornilov, Modern Russian History ~ ~ ~ 2!_ Catherine 
the Great~~~~~ Nineteenth Centu:y, tr. Alex~nder s. Kaun 
~vols in l; New York, 1943). Kornilov's History was first translated , 
in 2 vols., in 1916-17); strongly critical of the Old Regime, it prob-
ably has been quoted more extensively than any other single work. This 
certainly holds true for the reform period. 
16Blum, ~~ Peasant, pp. 576, 576n. 
17 Ibid., pp. 576-577. 
18Ibid., p. 577. 
l9Ibid. 
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Blumvs account of the emancipation process provides substance for 
understanding the period to 1861. He notes, for example, that the prin-
ciple of abolition was firmly established in Nicholas' reigni and re= 
ceived impetus from accelerating rural unrest. 20 Almost 350 agrarian 
"disturbances" occurred between 1845 and 1854, compared with 474 from 
1855 to 1861. Troops had to be used to suppress at least 132 uprisings 
between 1836 and 1854. In the same period, peasant rioters murdered 
some 175 overlords and attempted to remove another seventy-five. Much 
of the rioting sprang from misunderstanding created by open discussion 
of emancipation, a fact that prompted Nicholas to restrict all discus-
sions of reform.21 
After the Crimean War, Nicholas' successor, "equally convinced of 
the dangers that peasant discontent portended, and possessed of the 
resolution to command emancipation," warned that serfdom had to be abol-
ished by legal methods.22 The Tsar-Liberator proceeded to impose his 
wishes upon the nobles without regard for their vested interests and 
"without heed to their protests. 11 23 
While Blum's study of emancipation reveals an active Tsar moving 
determinedly toward a reform goal, Samuel Kucherov's examination of the 
Judicial Reform of 1864 reflects an entirely different development. 
20Ibid., p. 544ff. 
21Ibid., pp. 557-558. 
22Ibid., p. 560. Also see pp.:.575ff. 
23Ibid., p. 617. For a study of the impact of emancipation, see 
Geroid T. Robinson, Rural Russia and the Old Regime, (5th ed., New York, 
1949). Robinson, displaying b1tt~critic'Ism of the autocracy, refers 
only vaguely to Alexander. 
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Kucherov, a former member of the bar in Imperial Russia, states that his 
"most cherished desire" is to transmit to his readers the admiration he 
feels for the Russian judiciary, lawyers and jury of the period from 
1864 to 1917. 24 Courts, Lawyers and Trials under~~ Three Tsars 
achieves this objective. 
The author's highly specialized study of the act of 1864 and its 
subsequent operation provides valuable insights into the problem created 
by the inclusion of political offenses in the jurisdiction of the new 
courts. Kucherov praises_ the new jury system and bar, but he also di s -
plays an understanding of the Government's dilemma over the courts ' 
handling of political cases. Much of this positive attitude apparently 
rises from the orientation of the study; the author's goal is to demon-
strate the democratic evolution of the bar up to the disastrous Bolshevik 
triumph of 1917. It is questionable to what extent this greater evil 
ameliorated Kucherov's resentment toward the lesser one, the Old Regime . 
That his attitude toward the Bolshevik regime exerted such an influence 
seems to be reflected in his interpretation of Alexander's reform dis-
position before 1862. 
Kucherov holds that Alexander actually opposed the introduction of 
a jury system into Russia during the 1850 1s. The Tsar assumed a pro-
gressive disposition only in late 1861. 25 The transformation occurred 
partly because emancipation necessitated further reform and also because 
the Tsar, for a reason Kucherov fails to explain clearly, "'was happy, 
24samuel Kucherov, Courts, Lawyers and Trials under~~ Three 
Tsars (New York, 1953), p. viii. 
25Ibid., pp. 2lff, 116ff. 
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with that particular and great happiness which the consciousness of a 
fulfilled • mission bequeathed by history gives to persons ruling 
over the fate of peoples. 1 " 26 The author's explanation of Alexander ' s 
change of attitude is disappointing, but no less so than his one-sided 
account of the Tsar's attitude before 1862. The facts are selected to 
depict a Tsar disposed to resist change in the old system. Alexander 's 
progressive activities during the 1850 1 s escape notice. 
Only with the activities of late 1862 does Kucherov undertake a 
balanced study of his subject. He points out, for example, that Alex-
ander's approval of unrestricted public debate of the pending judicial 
reform "was without precedence in modern Russian history •••• This 
unique appeal to public opinion by Alexander II was a kind of consulta-
tive referendum in which everyone could take part, without any distinc-
tion as to class or property, 1127 The author notes, however, that the 
466 suggestions received from all parts of Russia had little actual in-
fluence on the final reform. 28 
Kucherov quotes the Imperial ukase of 1864 which declared the Gov-
ernment's desire to strengthen in the Russian people "'the respect for 
law without which public prosperity is impossible, and which must serve 
as a permanent guide for the actions of all and everybody, from the 
person of the highest to that of the lowest rank •• 1 " 29 Without 
doubt, the author concludes, Alexander and the State Council, the 
26Ibid., p. 23. 
27 Ibid., p. 24. 
28Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
29Ibid., p. 26. 
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legislative power of the State. desired to "separate the administration 
of justice from the executive and legislative powers. 1130 
The strength of the new law is illustrated by an incident occurring 
a year after the reform. Kucherov states that a judge, irremovable under 
the act of 1864 1 delivered a rather liberal speech during a Zemstvo meet-
ing, and Alexander immediately ordered his dismissal from office. The 
Minister of Justice then reminded the Tsar of Russia that the new law 
forbade such an act. Alexander complied, after exclaiming, "'Did I 
really sign such nonsense? 11131 The law conflicted with the will of the 
autocrat--and prevailed. 
Despite the reaction of the 1860 1s Kucherov maintains that the 
Government imposed no significant restrictions on the new law until 1874. 
No fundamental alterations occurred until after Alexander's assassina-
tion.32 The Tsar-Liberator's "emancipation of the individual," embodied 
in the measure of 1864, was firmly implanted. The system continued to 
mature until destroyed by the Bolsheviks in 1917.33 
The three preceding summaries continue to reflect the same basic 
indecision about Alexander's personal disposition. But the narrowing of 
the scope of treatment has produced an apparent change in the general 
attitude of the Reformer-by-Necessity school. Its authors have become 
conciliatory toward the Tsar. Alexander's conservatism tends to oerive 
30Ibid., p. 33. 
31rbid., pp. 34-35. This widely quoted anecdote is taken from the 
memoirs of a person who apparently received the information secondhand . 
Kucherov footnotes the source. 
32Ibid. , pp. 211, 269ff. 
33Ibid., pp. 302ff. 
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even more from emotional sensitivity and a vague frailty of body and 
will. Any idea of Alexander as a despot has been discarded entirely. 
Footman's characterization approaches this concept, but his emphasis i s 
on emotional sensitivity rather than a harsh political disposition . 
Alexander's emotional frailty, according to Footman, finally turned him 
into a policeman. 
Werner E. Mosse's biography of Alexander continues the trend toward 
conciliation, and probably serves as the best example of the indecisive 
schol ar who cannot quite be satisfied with a treatment of the Reformer 
as a weak, malleable Monarch driven before the winds of progress. 
Mosse' s Alexander!!.~~ Modernization of Russia integrates data 
from English-language sources, among which is Florinsky's history, con-
sidered by the author to be the leading English-language history of 
Russia. 34 
In integrating his sources. Masse achieves a fair balance of facts 
and conclusions, and in the process leaves the inevitable contradictions. 
Not least among these is the Tsar depicted by the author's conclusions 
and the Tsar who clearly emerges from the biography. Partly, the con-
trast results from Mosse's selection of data. His account of the period 
before 1862 is constructed to conform to his basic interpretation of 
Alexander. From the early 1860's the study becomes more balanced, more 
indecisive and more in contrast with the author's basic point of view. 
Mosse's sketch of the heir reveals a good-hearted, but highly emo-
tional youth who lacked the inclination to apply himself in intellectual 
matters. When faced with problems, Alexander preferred to take the path 
34Werner E. Masse, Alexander !!.~~Modernization of Russia 
(London, 1958), p. 183. 
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of least resistance.35 As he gained experience in Government operations 
his faith in Nicholas' system was confirmed, a fact illustrated by his 
defense of the nobles' interests. 'Yet, ,.the heir realized the need for 
progressive changes which were being initiated by his father~ 36 The 
task frightened him to the extent that he indicated he did not wish to 
37 
succeed to the thr.one. 
The author continues the account to depict the new Monarch as a 
recognized weakling. 38 Yet, Mosse's summary of emancipation proceedings 
clashes sharply with the concept; as usual Alexander becomes a skillful, 
resolute leader. 39 The same image rises from Mosse 1 s,summary of the 
I 
Tsar's handling of university disturbances in 1861.40 
The radical activities of the early 1860 1s, Mosse states, left 
Alexander worn, haggard, sensitive and in bad health. 41 His disappoint= 
ing experiences convinced him that maintenance of the autocratic power 
was essential to national stability. As he explained to Bismarck in 
late 1861, he realized the value of advice from the public and of gener~ 
al participation by competent subjects; but regulating such ,involvement 
was the problem, since a relatively small group was capable of governing. 
Thus, only the crown could guarantee continued equality of freedom among 
35Ibid., PP• 30-32. 
36Ibid., pp. 35-37. 
37Ibid., p. 37. 
38Ibid., pp. 43-46. 
39Ibid., pp. 53, 66, 72-73. 
40Ibid., pp. 127-128. 
41Ibid., p. 129. 
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all classes. 42 Alexander made this same point again later when respond-
ing to the St. Petersburg Zemstvo's demands for central representation: 
"'I give you my imperial word that, this very minute, at this very table, 
I would sign any constitution you like, if I felt that this would be for 
the good of Russia. But I know that, were I to do so today, tomorrow 
Russia would fall to pieces. 11143 
Mosse hardly deviates from a positive evaluation of Alexander from 
1862 to 1866. He notes, of course, the influence of liberal and censer~ 
vative factions on the Tsar; but adds little to Hodgetts' pnevious ac-
count . 44 He also criticizes the Zemstvo statute of 1864, declaring it 
was "the 'consolation prize'" offered by Alexander to the nobility "for 
the losses of 1861. 114 5 But Mosse's general evaluation of the period is 
well-exemplified by his conclusion about the Tsar's actions in Poland. 
Alexander's goal, the author maintains, was slow autonomous evolution of 
the Kingdom, and he pursued this course "with tenacity in the face of 
disappointment and provocation. 1146 The Tsar-Liberator "was eager to 
promote the well-being of his 'satellite' subjects. In Poland and Fin-
land, as in the rest of the empire, his policy was one of moderate reform 
and .1modernlzation.'"~7 ·In delineating, tne. meaning of modernization, 
42Ibid., pp. 132-133. 
43Ibid., p. 133. 
44Ibld., pp. 44-45, 63-64, 137, 138. 
45 rbid., p. 92. 
46Ibid., p. 123. Also seep. 107ff. 
47Ibid., p. 124. 
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Mosse exercises no restraint in eulogizing Alexander's reforms.48 
It is with the period after 1866 that the author's account begins 
to display contradiction. Alexander's actions in approving or disapprov-
ing educational and military reforms are noted; there is still evidence 
of the leadero4 9 Yet, Mosse holds that after 1866 a "fierce struggle 
began between the 'new men' and the surviving 'liberals' for the body 
and soul" of the exhausted Tsar. 50 ''Russia was ready to turn from a 
medieval into a modern state," but Alexander "lacked the firmness, the 
vision, and the statesmanlike grasp of detail to be completely success= 
fulo 1151 
Mosse quotes one French scholar who maintains that what the dis-
organized Tsar-Liberator needed to do was 11 'build a new Russia. 11152 
But instead, 11 'the edifice was constructed upon the old foundations. 111 53 
Thus, Masse appears to reveal a certain propensity for revolutionary 
change, the same attitude that characterizes one of his favorite refer-
ence works, Florinsky's history. This frame of mind that accepts the 
idea that Russia could have leaped from autocracy to some publicly satis-
fying form.of democracy in two decades contrasts sharply with .the atti= 
tude of writers of the Reformer-by-Nature school. 
48 Ibid. » Po 105. 
49rbid., p. lOlff. 
50Ibid., p. 135. 
51Ibid., pp. 105-106. 
52Ibid., p. 105. 
53Ibid. 
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Alexander, Reformer by Nature 
Stuart Ramsay Tompkins' Russian Intelligentsia affords a good re-
buttal to critics who are prone to accept the possibility that great 
strides toward popular involvement in government could have been taken 
by the Tsar during the 1860 1 s. The study is one of the best available 
on the problem of pacing reform in the midst of undisciplined, inexperi-
enced and unyielding factionalism. Tompkins does not commit himself to 
a precise conclusion about Alexander's reform character, but the study 
is so sympathetic toward the reforms and so critical toward radical zeal 
that the author's attitude appears clear enough. 
Tompkins reveals Alexander as a flexible Monarch, a man intelligent 
enough "to allow himself to be carried along by the general sweep of 
public opinion which was demanding a radical program of reform. 1154 The 
new Tsar 1 s actions quickly rewarded the almost universal expectation 
that the change in Government in 1855 would bring relaxation of auto-
cratic discipline.55 
The author holds that although the reforms sprang directly from the 
need of the time and had their origins in the reigns of Alexander 's pre-
decessors, they constituted a sharp break with the old system and reflect 
an "extremely powerful" original impulse toward reform.56 "It is true," 
he adds, "that after 1861 public interest fell and enthusiasm flagged, 
but, despite the Polish revolt /and its conservative influence on public 
54stuart Ramsay Tompkins,~ Russian Intelligentsia: Makers of~ 
Revolutionary State (Norman, Okla., 1957), p. 3. The study u~ilizes 
primary and secondary source materials in all major languages. 
55Ibid., pp. 6ff, 24ff, 53ff, 68ff. 
56Ibid. , p. 13. 
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opi nion/, Alexander persisted in his efforts. 1157 Reform continued even 
after 1866. The Tsar's general intent was "to establish how far the 
principles of absolutism could be combined with those of popular partici-
pation in government. 11 58 
Tompkins emphasizes that Alexander's moderation constituted a weak-
ness in Russia of the mid-nineteenth century. Neither extreme conserva-
tives nor radicals welcomed the measures of the Tsar-Liberator. The 
revolutionaries especially "were determined to find nothing good11 · in 
Alexander's efforts. 59 To discontented segments of the public, "the 
reforms were a fraud, designed solely to lull prevailing discontent. 11 60 
The clash between the Government and revolutionary sentiment began in 
1859 with the first restrictions on public debate of emancipation; from 
that point the rupture broadened. Radical thrusts drew increasing Gov-
ernment reaction, until by the early 1870's the revolutionary movement 
was temporarily suppressed. In reality, however, the extremes of con-
servatism and radicalism had only intensified. 61 
The major value of Tompkins' work lies in its detailed account of 
press censorship, its causes and repercussions from 1859 to the early 
1870 1s. Public reform zeal and Alexander's effort to preserve a moder-
ate pace of reform become quite clear. In 1858, for example, the Tsar 
overrode his censors and allowed discussion of the peasant question and 
57 Ibid., p. 14. 
58 Ibid., p. 15. 
59Ibid., p. 16. Also see pp. 20, 47, 227ff. 
60Ibid., p. 66. 
61Ibid., pp. 27ff, 46ff, SSff, 66-67. 
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other political issueso This, in turn, necessitated establishment of a 
definite censorship code since none was in force at the time. The com-
plexity of such a policy required considerable time for deliberation, 
during which a disorganized administrative censorship continued to at-
tempt to cope with public zeal. As censorship laws were enacted,'radi-
cal events provoked constant alterations.62 
Tompkins maintains that the final censorship law of 1865 was quite 
progressive despite revolutionary activities. For the first time, in-
f raction of statutory press laws in the metropolitan centers, St. Peters-
b d M b . d . d. 63 urg an oscow, were to e trie in or inary courts. The author notes 
that the law of 1865, though relatively progressive, still placed con-
siderable restrictions on the press. After 1866 these were tightened 
further, until finally in July, 1873 the Government reserved the right 
to forbid press discussion of any particular issue. 64 Yet, Tompkins 
quotes other sources to demonstrate that the general effect of the law 
of 1865 and the subsequent press measures was "to introduce a basis for 
relaxation" of the radical-conservative antagonism.65 Under clearly de-
fined restrictions the press began to mature, losing much of its "'triv-
ial, exasperating character.'"66 
Thus by 1870, the author concludes, an equilibrium had been 
62rbid., p. 68ft. 
63Ibid., p. 76. Outside the two cities, where control would be 
quite difficult, publications were still subject to preliminary censor-
ship (Ibid.). 
64Ibid., p. 79. 
65Ibid., p. 00. 
66Ibid. 
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established among conservative, liberal and radic~l publications.67 
This ameliorated a major problem of the 1860's, the lack of "respectable 
t fl t d t . . . 1168 organs ore ec mo era e or conservative opinion. 
Tompkins makes it clear, however, that the balancing effect came 
too late to prevent isolation of the Government from general public 
opiniono 
It seems to me that these facts indicate reasonably honest 
intentions of the government to pursue the program of reform, 
with a view to meeting public opinion halfway, but Alexander 
found himself confronted with the irreconcilable hostility of 
the 'intelligentsia' and found no support from public opinion 
for his program ofmoderation. 69 
Radicalism and reaction maintained its momentum. 
Tompkins asserts that government suppression after the assassination 
attempt in 1866 confirmed the public, especially the moderate element, 
"in the attitude long advocated by the more radical element that no 
understanding was possible with the forces of autocracy. 1170 By the late 
l860's the "great majority of the intellectual class--now b~ginning to be 
called the 'intelligentsia'--had become openly hostile to the government 
and the existing order. 1171 The rupture originated with the radical 
youth who viewed the initial "good humor and tolerance" of .the Tsar as 
"a signal for stepping up rat~er than abating demands. 1172 
"The truth," Tompkins holds, "was that reforms of all kinds were 
67 Ibid., P• 81. 
68 Ibid., p. 88. 
69Ibid., p. 238. 
70Ibid., p. 97. 
71rbid., pp. 97-98 0 
72rbid., P• 99. 
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hindered by the traditional belief that compromise means weakness. 1173 
Tompkins' work illuminates Alexander's difficult task of moderating 
the reform-reaction dichotomy of national advancement. Yet it leaves, 
unmodified, the prevailing uncertainty of the Tsar-Liberator's personal 
disposition toward liberal reform. This principal question of Alexan-
der ' s character when he ascended the throne in 1855 has elicited varying 
73 Ibid. Two important studies that parallel Tompkins' in many re-
spects are Nicholas A. Hans' History~ Russian Educational Policy,~-
1917 (London, 1931) and The Russian Tradition in Education (London, 
- - --1963). The studies carry extra significance since the author is a for-
mer Director of Education of the City of Odessa, Russia. Hans is 
rather noncommital on Alexander's reform character, but his emphasis on 
the educational reforms of Dmitry Tolstoy provides , a _perspective .not 
available in any other work. Hans' conclusions about the progressive 
nature of the educational reforms, especially the issue of classicism, 
contrast sharply with most other studies. In the History, Ha~s states 
his intent to try "to prove the democratic character of his /Tolstoy 1 s7 
measures in spite of his established reputation as an extremereaction'-
ary" (p. viii). The author draws fully from primary materials and other 
sources, and documents his data carefully. Of Alexander's reign, Hans 
states that it is a mistake to try to determine periods of reform and 
reaction; "it is better ••• to pay more attention to the results 
achieved than to try to find any radical difference in policy. In con-
tradistinction to the reigns of his father and of his son, the reign of 
Alexander II has a character of its own, which may be called liberal and 
progressive" (Ibid., p. 94; also pp. 115, 138-139). Reaction in educa-
tion, Hans concludes, began later, "after the assassination of Alexander 
II, and we must retain this term for the reign of Alexander III" (Ibid ., 
p. 115). In The Russian Tradition the author provides further insight 
into the radical tendencies with which Alexander had to deal, Hans re-
veals the impulse of progressive reformers to push too hard against the 
still predominant conservatism of established educational authorities. 
The lack of restraint produced friction, and forced Alexander to impose 
restrictions--or, as in one case, to send overzealous educators abroad 
to study Western educational methods (pp. 69, 47-49, 51, 54, 138). In 
his second work, Hans concluded about Alexander: "The new Tsar sincerely 
wanted to bridge the gulf that separated the throne from the people . 
Whether after thirty years of reaction, the moderate reforms were intro-
duced to late, or whether a more radical reformation of society would 
have been successful is hard to tell. Fate has decided against the Tsar" 
(Ibid. , pp . 54-55). For another, less authoritative study of education-
al reform, see William H. E. Johnson, Russia's Educational Heritage 
(Pittsburg, 1950), an integration of secondary studies. Johnson con-
cludes that after 1866, reactionary forces "had again triumphed over an 
initially progressive emperor" (pp. 148-149; also pp. 136, 201, 237). 
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conclusions, but supporting data leave too many voids in the record. 
Only the Reformer's two other biographers are left to attempt a resolu-
tion. 
Stephen Graham's~~ Freedom, a popularly written study based 
almost entirely on secondary sources, offers an extremely positive evalu-
ation of Alexander. Most of the work, however, is dedicated to foreign 
affairs . Treatment of the reforms is quite weak; Tolstoy's measures, 
for example, escape the author's attention. Graham's data, comprising 
rel atively few derogatory illustrations, provides no fresh insight. 
Generally the account parallels that of Hodgetts. With only a few con-
tradictory lapses , -:Graharh1s Tsar is a re:former· byr-na\t!ure, ~quite ;. liberal 
and strong-willed.74 
The author notes the humanitarian influence of the· heir's tutors, 
and concludes athat ' 'l;be young Alexander •was not an original characte:r:" . 
" He was used to having someone at his elbow to tell him what was good 
or wise, and he readily assimilated good advice. He had tact or was 
merely disinclined to quarre1. 1175 Graham feels it is strange that 
Nicholas "provided that his son should be broad-minded, liberal and 
European . 117 6 That the training was effective was demonstrated by Alex-
antler's activities in behalf of the serfs in 1847 and 1848. Only the 
European revolutions of the latter year forced the shelving of the heir ' s 
74stephen Graham, Tsar~ Freedom, ~~~Reign~ Alexander 
II (New Haven, Conn., 1935), pp. 43, 46, 53, 64, 66, 73ff, 102-103, 117, 
l22-123, 237ff. 
75Ibid . , p. 19. 
76Ibid., p. 17. 
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plan for emancipation. 77 
Alexander, Graham maintains, was probably the only Tsar of Russia 
who actually believed in freedom of the individuai. 78 His objective was 
to bestow such freedom, with himself as the "supreme arbiter" who would 
prevent infringements on individual rights. 79 
Graham's biography receives both support and correction from the 
work that must be recognized as the most authoritative study of the Tsar-
Liberator. E. M. Almedingen's Emperor Alexander,!!. succeeds in filling 
several of the voids . The British scholar dramatizes a lot, but ' this 
f ails to detract from his extensive use of basic sources and his docu-
mentation of data. Almedingen apparently has some Russian family back-
ground, and gives evidence of being quite familiar with materials avail-
able on his subject. "The late Madame de Rynkiewicz told me," he in-
forms the reader, "that, soon after his accession, the Emperor Alexander 
III ordered most of his father's private papers to be destroyed. 1180 
Almedingen's account of the heir's youth and training period harmo-
nizes with that of Hodgetts, but is more detailed. At a few points it 
provi des minor corrections of Hodgetts' data. But most important i s the 
author's success in presenting a broader view of Alexander's baptism in 
what Zhukovsky constantly referred to as "moral power. 1181 
77 Ibid., p. 26. 
78 Ibid., p. 113. 
79Ibid., p. 114. 
80E. M. Almedigen, The Emperor Alexander II (London, 1962), p. 10. 
The author does not identify Madame de Rynkiew'Icz. In his study he re-
fers to the fact that his grandfather held estates in Tver Province; 
apparently this was during the reform period (Ibid., p. 78n). 
81Ibid., pp. 42, 45-46, 51, passim. 
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The heir was taught throughout his childhood and youth that a just 
and open-minded monarch would win the loyalty of his people. This would 
enable him to lead the nation, rather than command it, on the path of 
harmonious progress. The stability of the process would derive from 
public education in moral principles and humanitarianism . The concept 
was expressed concisely by Zhukovsky when, in defending his plan for 
Alexander's education, he reminded Nicholas that the very essence of the 
Russian word for education was "'knowledge informed and guided by mo·-
ralit,, ' 1182 J • 
Alexander emerges from Alrnedingen's study as a person firmly corn-
mitted to the moral, humane ideals of his tutor. This point is well-
established. At the same time, the author makes it clear that the heir 
to the Russian throne held to his faith in the autocratic principle. 
Alexander's liberalism "was always social rather than political, and 
what reforms the Grand Duke envisaged were invariably set within the 
framework of an autocratic government, because he was convinced that 
none other would answer in Russia. 1183 
The author's discussion of the heir's activities during the 1840's 
provides valuable insight. He clearly demonstrates that Alexander did 
everything possible to promote the termination of oppressive serfdorn. 84 
But the European revolutions of 1848 provoked a definite conservative 
response. Again, Zhukovsky's influence was a decisive factor. Alexan-
der's preceptor was in Baden during the revolution in Prussia, and wrote 
82Ibid., p. 31. 
83Ibid., p. 70. 
84Ibid., pp. 7lff. 
to his pupil about the horror he witnessed: 
Baden is a volcano, Frankfort a seething cauldron. , • • . • 
Pray God something may happen to hasten the dawn of salu-
tary reaction •••• Life is shattered--all is chaos 
and flame and blood •••• God preserve our country from 
any such horrible fate.BS 
84 
Almedingen's description of the conservative effects of the revolu-
tions of 1848 is illuminating. So is his point that the effects of the 
Crimean War reaffirmed Alexander's previous conviction that radical re-
forms were necessary. 86 The new Emperor began with no definite plan of 
action. "Alexander's· reforms ·suggest a tree, ' its roots nis ·resolve and 
energy, its trunk Emancipation. 11 87 The author's detailed treatment of 
the reform effort reflects a strong, progressive Reformer, a leader bal-
ancing opposing factions and, true to Zhukovsky's memory, allowing the 
fullest practicable extent of public and governmental participation. 88 
But still the Tsar retained his faith in the autocratic principle; in 
fact it increased with the radical-conservative friction of the period. 
To one suggestion that he inaugurate a popular form of government, Alex-
ander replied: "'That would be like entering a newly born foal for a 
steeplechase race. 11189 
The author depicts the period immediately after 1866 as one of 
rather extreme reaction, provoked by the attempt on Alexander's life, a 
general intangible threat of revolution, and the prompting of the 
85Ibid., p. 85. 
86rbid., p. 98. Also see pp. 84ff, lOlff. 
87 ibid., pp. 22lff. Also -see pp. 139ff, 233. 
88Ibid., pp. 89-9_0 , 116, 151, 155, 147, 162ff. 
89Ibid., p. 117. 
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conservative factions. 90 Alexander, by 1866, had suffered the attrition 
of five chaotic years, and his resolution had declined. Dmitry Tolstoy, 
"a pompous nonentity, with the mind of a shelled pea," headed the re-
actionary pack that imposed a stifling order on society. 91 Reform con-
tinued in subdued fashion. 
Almedingen concludes that Alexander's reforms were always motivated 
by compassion for man's ~misery, and seldom were based on ' reason or 
calculation. "He felt, he grasped, he reacted to an impression and 
shaped his course accordingly. 119 2 
The Tsar-Liberator thus begins to assume a believable and consis-
tent human form. The -fabled~Reformer emerges, wi:l!h ·reasonable .. clarity, 
as Alexander the man. His portrait received its distinguishing strokes 
only in 1962, and it is too early to determine what effect the image 
will have on subsequent scholarship. Certainly those influences that 
prevailed up to 1905 and from 1905 to the late 1950 1 s will diminish. 
There is no longer a strong urge to modify history to promote understand-
ing between East and West or to express disillusionment with the final 
Revolution. Similarly, the intense resentment of some of the first 
generation ~migr~s shoqld exert less influence with time; Russian-born 
scholars of the second and third generations, if they follow the pattern 
of others, probably will become rather Anglicized, absorbing the predom-
inant quirks and prejudices of that perplexing people. 
Almedingen has noted that Alexander's personal papers might have 
90rbid., pp. 207ff, 226ff. 
9lrbid., p. 209. Also see pp. 226, 235, 243. 
92Ibid., p. 233. 
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been destroyed, a possibility which accents the major problem in trying 
to determine the Tsar 9s character. With limited source-materials, the 
question will remain subject to judgement from every writer who wishes 
to offer an unqualified opinion. This tendency seems to have influenced 
at least one recent study, which apparently ignores Almedingen 9s find-
ingso93 
Regardless of the availability of data on Alexander II, two other 
factors have clouded the-issue concerning his disposition and probably 
will continue to exert the same influence. First is the fact that on 
both ends of the reform period lie "great events" that tend to envelop 
the man and obscure the scholarly vision. The European revolutions of 
1848 and the Crimean War on the eve of Alexander's reign blend with his 
character, influence his disposition. It is impossible to know what 
Alexander would have been had he ascended the throne without these events 
interposed between youth and Tsardom. To determine the influence of the 
events, much research remains to be done--if the materials are available. 
93E. Lampert, ~ Against Fathers: Studies in Russian Radicalism 
and Revolution (Oxford, 1965). The British author asserts that Alexan-
cier"was indolent, "in no way equipped to be either a liberator or a re-
former" (ibid., p. 2). Alexander's failu?'es resulted from "infirmity of 
purpose"; the Tsar "believed his life and work were in the hands of God 
••• yet he himself consistently reinforced divine resources by most 
prosaic and sinister means" (ibidoa pp. 3-4). The author's major conclu-
sion is provoking: Alexander and the liberal court faction were repre-
sentatives of "conservative liberalism" based on shrewd feigns and ma-
neuvers to "safeguard, reinforce and camouflage the fabric of the exist-
ing order" (ibid., p. 76). Compare Lampert's approach with that of Jacob 
Walkin, an American scholar. Walkin does not attempt to draw such spe-
cific conclusions about Alexander's personal disposition. Like Walsh, 
Wall.ace and others, he emphasizes the context in which the Tsar and 
Government operated. Walkin holds that Alexander realized reform "would 
eventually lead to a constitution ..... Rash and impetuous steps before 
the situation was ripe would be not only 'harmful, but even criminal'" 
(Jacob Walkin, !h=, ~ of Democracy in Frie-Revolutionary R~ssia: Politi-
cal and S~cial. Institutions Under the Last Three Tsars /New York, 1962/, 
p.1S6T. - - - -
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All these points apply also, of course, to the revolutionary movement 
toward the end of the period of reform. 94 
The other major factor that casts a shadow on Alexander and his re-
form effort is closely related to the revolutionary movement, but has a 
more comprehensive grasp on the minds of some twentieth-century scholars. 
This is the predominant affinity with the concept of the "popular move-
ment", the liberalism that has become the life-force of Western civili-
zation. Certainly this kinship between a scholar's personal socio-
political orientation and his sense of universal progress poses an 
emotion-laden problem when he confronts an autocratic government of the 
past--and the autocratic Tsar-Liberator who tried to lead it in reform. 
94Materials for study of this problem--the revolutionary movement's 
influence on Alexander's attitude during the early 1870's--are available. 
See, for example, Moritz Busch, Bismarck: Some Secret Pages of his His-
tory for correspondence between Bismarck anci'""'Alexander concerning t~ 
threat of international socialism. One report from St. Petersburg, for 
example, on February 29, 1872, marked '"very secret,'" informs Bismarck 
of information linking the International with the Russian "Nihilists" 
(Ibid., II, 46). Busch's record suggests that EurQpean ·powers, ·including 
the Papacy, were quite concerned about the international socialist move-
ment; it also suggests the existence of considerable correspondence be-
tween the Russian Government and the powers on the question. It should 
be pointed out that the problem of international socialism, as it con-
cerns the Tsar's attitudes, is closely related to the question of the 
influence of court factions on Alexander. To the conservatives, Western 
socialism was the supreme manifestation of a decaying civilization, and 
this concept was used as an argument against liberal, "Western" reform 
in Russia, especially after the Paris Commune of 1871. The conflict be-
tween conservatives and liberals centered on the German element in the 
Russian court, which included the royal family. For further insights 
into the problem see Busch, Bismarck; Bismarck, the Man and the States-
man: the Reflections and Reminiscences of Otto, Prfn~V~BI'sriiarck, tr. 
under--:ni"e supervision<>f A. J. Butler, ed.liorst Kohl (°2"vols; New York, 
1899); '.!:!!!:. Diplomatic Reminiscences ~ Lord Augustus Loftus ( 4 vols; 
London, 1892, 1894). Bismarck regarded the conflict between the German 
(or Prussian) court and the Slavophil groups as the key to Russian 
policy. Loftus, British Ambassador to St. Petersburg from 1872 to 1879, 
also notes that the two factions were striving to control Government 
policy in the early 1870's. 
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